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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in Energy Systems at the International 
Hellenic University. 
An existing multi-tenant / multifamily building located in the area of Thessaloniki in 
Greece was evaluated under LEED 2009 for Existing Buildings: Operations and 
Maintenance criteria and thereafter alterations and additions were proposed in order the 
building to be certified under the same rating system. 
The goal of this dissertation is to investigate the impacts of the proposed modifications 
on the building’s life cycle cost, targeting construction, operation and demolition – 
waste management phases of the building’s life cycle. 
At this point, I would like to thank my supervisor and my professor at International Hel-
lenic University, Prof. Dimitrios Anastaselos, for the guidance, encouragement and ad-
vice throughout my time as his student. As well as, my family members for their sup-
port, encouragement and patience towards all of my ups and downs during the prepara-
tion of this dissertation. 
 
 
 
Kalliopi M. Pavlaki 
26/12/2013 
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1. Introduction 
Buildings are the largest energy consuming sector in the world and account for over 
one-third of total final energy consumption and an equally important source of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) emissions. In Greece, as mentioned at the site of the Ministry of Envi-
ronment, Energy and Climate Change (Y.P.E.K.A.), building sector is responsible for 
approximately 36% of the total energy consumption, while during the years 2000-2005 
relevant energy consumption increased by approximately 24%, one of the highest in-
creases in Europe. [1] 
The increase in global energy consumption and the projections, based on projections 
of future global population an economic growth for a steady increase in global energy 
demand, had led to a world-wide concern with regard to political, social, economic and 
environmental implications associated with them. 
Promoting energy efficiency, predicting performance and rating sustainability of 
buildings are therefore key elements in ensuring sustainable development in the con-
struction industry and green building. Although it is not easy to define green building 
precisely, “the Office of the Federal Environmental Executive (O.F.E.E.) defines green 
building as the practice of (1) increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their 
sites use energy, water, and materials, and (2) reducing building impacts on human 
health and the environment, through better siting, design, construction, operation, 
maintenance, and removal - the complete building life cycle.” [2] 
The term buildings’ life cycle is used when, instead of just focusing to the current 
situation of a building – operational phase/ ‘USE stage’ -, we view it over the course of 
its entire life. The modular format shown in Picture 1.1 below presents the main stag-
es/phases of a building, according to EN 15804/15978, which are published standards 
concerning the sustainability of construction works of the European Committee for 
Standardization (C.E.N.).  
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Picture 1.1: Building LCA System Boundary According to EN 15804/15978 (CEN) 
These stages are: 1. Product stage, 2. Construction process stage, 3. Use stage and 4. 
End of life stage, while there is an additional stage (D) representing the benefits, at the 
end of the life, outside the system boundary of the building assessed. Each stage of them 
consists of information modules (A1-C4). [3] 
Except for policy-driven legislative mitigation measures, voluntary standards as 
well as environmental assessment methods with building rating systems have been de-
veloped by independent bodies, following intensive studies employed for these purpose 
[Ali & Al Nsairat (2009), Chang, Chiang, & Chou (2007), Cole (2006), Cooper (1999), 
Crawley & Aho (1999), Grace (2008), Haapio & Viitaniemi (2008)]. 
Environmental assessment is a planning and decision making tool/procedure, which 
by incorporating environmental factors into decision making, not only identifies and 
predicts adverse environmental effects of proposed projects before they are implement-
ed, but also proposes measures to mitigate, minimize or avoid these effects. Moreover, 
environmental assessment predicts if there will be any significant negative environmen-
tal effects, even after the mitigation measures have been implemented and it includes a 
follow-up program to verify the accuracy of the process and effectiveness of the mitiga-
tion measures that have been taken. 
The environmental assessment should be undertaken as soon as possible, in the 
planning stage of a designated project, in order the proponent to be able to reflect the 
outcomes of the analysis in the proposed plans. When the conduction of the assessment 
is made at an early stage, decision making is better and results in many benefits, as: op-
portunities for public participation, increased protection of human health, reduced pro-
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ject costs and delays, reduced risks of environmental risks or disasters and lessened 
probability of trans boundary environmental effects, informed decisions that conduce to 
responsible development of natural resources etc. 
Around the world various environmental assessment methods have been developed. 
Indicative ones are: HK-BEAM – Hong Kong Building Environmental Assessment 
Method (Hong Kong), Green Star (Australia), CASBEE – Comprehensive Assessment 
System for Building Environmental Efficiency (Japan), DGNB – German sustainable 
building council (Germany), B.R.E.E.A.M. – British Research Establishment Environ-
mental Assessment Method (U.K.), L.E.E.D. – Leadership in Energy and Environmen-
tal Design (U.S.A.).  
 
Picture 1.2: Environmental assessment methods around the world. 
Among these environmental assessment methods, this dissertation focuses on the 
two most representative, globally widespread and used voluntary building environment 
assessment methods for green building design, construction, management and in some 
cases operation and maintenance, initially designed to evaluate buildings’ energy per-
formance: BREEAM and, mainly, LEED. 
In Chapter 2 the European framework concerning the energy performance of the 
buildings (E.P.B.D.) is presented, as well as the way in which it was adapted and is 
nowadays used in Greece (K.EN.A.K.). Moreover, a general description of the two 
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abovementioned environmental assessment methods BREEAM and LEED and a com-
parison between them is being made. 
Chapter 3 presents credit-by-credit a specific rating system of LEED, which is used 
by existing buildings during their operating or maintenance phase, LEED 2009 for Ex-
isting Buildings: Operations and Maintenance. The aim of this detailed description of 
the credits is to provide as much information as possible about them, since they will be 
used later in Chapter 5. 
In Chapter 4 a multi-family building in the area of Thessaloniki is assessed and 
classified under the Hellenic Regulation on Energy Performance in the Building Sector 
(K.EN.A.K.), by making use of TEE KENAK 1.29 software. This chapter is very im-
portant since: (1) during the collection of the needed data for the assessment, it provides 
useful information for the characteristics of the building elements, both the opaque and 
the transparent, and for the installed equipment for heating, cooling and domestic hot 
water and (2) it determines the annual energy consumption of the building, based on 
which its classification is made. 
All information and data of Chapters 3 and 4 are combined at Chapter 5, where the 
building, previously assessed under K.EN.A.K. (Chapter 4), is now evaluated from the 
perspective of LEED 2009 for Existing Buildings: Operations and Maintenance credits 
(Chapter 3), whilst proposals for alterations and additions are made in order to be certi-
fied under this rating system. 
Thereafter, Chapter 6 investigates the impact of the proposed alterations and addi-
tions to the building’s life cycle cost, especially to three stages of it: construction, op-
eration and demolition-waste management, and finally, Chapter 7 presents the conclu-
sions of this dissertation. 
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2. Environmental assessment 
methods 
At this chapter the European framework concerning the energy performance of the 
buildings and the way in which it was adapted and is nowadays used in Greece is pre-
sented. Furthermore, BREEAM and LEED features are described and a comparison be-
tween them is being made. 
2.1. The situation in Europe – Energy Performance 
of Buildings Directive (E.P.B.D.) 
As a part of the initiatives on climate change (Kyoto protocol) and security of supply, 
EU passed the Directive 2002/91/EC, in order the energy efficiency of the European 
building stock to be improved. 
EPBD mandated that by 2006 all E.U. Member States should enforce national laws, 
regulations and administrative provisions for (1) minimum requirements on the energy 
performance of new buildings and of existing buildings above 1000 m2 that are subject-
ed to major renovations and for (2) Energy Performance Certification (E.P.C.) of build-
ings. Additional requirements, such as regular inspection of building systems and instal-
lations, assessment of the existing facilities and the provision of advice on possible im-
provements (energy conservation measures, E.C.Ms) and on alternative solutions were 
included. 
In order to facilitate the overall process in setting up the general framework and the 
overall procedures in the EU Member States, the European Committee for Standardiza-
tion (CEN) developed about 40 new standards to satisfy the requirements of the EPBD. 
The intent of the development of these CEN standards was to support EU Member 
States that did not already have in place similar national regulations and calculation 
methods. At that time, there was no command for compliance. But, due to the delay in 
the completion of the procedures, several countries adopted their own individual nation-
al standards and alternative calculation methods. This individuality resulted in diversity 
among EU Member States with regard to the implementation of the national calculation 
approaches. 
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While most EU Member States were striving to be transposed to EPBD, the Europe-
an Commission initiated efforts to elaborate and revise its mandates. The EPBD recast 
(Directive 2010/31/EC) strengthens the energy performance requirements, clarifies and 
updates some of its provisions to mitigate disparities between Member States’ practices. 
According to the recast, in all Member States: 
- all buildings must be nearly zero energy buildings after 31 December 2020, while 
the same applies to new buildings occupied/owned by public authorities, but in this 
case, after 31 December 2018. Meaning that, by then they must be covered, to a 
very significant level, by Renewable Energy Sources (R.E.S.), resulting to a major 
contribution to the Europe 2020 Strategy (20-20-20 EU targets), 
- should implement common methodology for calculating the integrated energy per-
formance of buildings, by using common benchmarks for calculating cost-optimal 
level. 
- all existing buildings that undergo renovation, meaning renovation at 25% of build-
ing surface/value, should meet minimum energy performance standards, while it is 
incumbent on national policies and specific measures to stimulate the transformation 
of refurbished buildings into nearly zero energy buildings. 
- minimum energy use requirements for all Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
(H.V.A.C.) of building systems should be introduced. 
In Greece, about 15 years before the time of writing, under the auspices of the Ex-
Ministry of Environment, Physical Planning and Public Works (Ex-YPEXODE), first 
attempts addressing issues like the energy design study and the energy label of building 
were made. The first draft of these attempts was completed in late 2003 in the name of 
KOXEE (regulation on rational use and energy conservation in buildings) and was put 
under limited public review in early 2004. In early 2005, the Ex-Ministry of Develop-
ment (Ex-YPAN), having undertaken the oversight of the work, renamed the draft regu-
lation from KΟXEE to KENAK (Hellenic Regulation on Energy Performance in the 
Building Sector).  
Three months after the condemnation of Greece by the E.U. Court of Justice on 17 
January 2008, for not complying with the EPBD, national law N.3661/2008 on 
“Measures for the reduction of energy consumption in buildings and other provisions”, 
adapting EPBD, was presented at the Hellenic Parliament. N.3661/2008 is typically a 
translation of EPBD, as an agreement to follow the European standards. 
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Several provisions, directly related to the contents of N.3661/2008, have been integrat-
ed: 
- N.3855/2010 (introduces energy efficiency improvement measures, energy ser-
vice companies and third party financing arrangements to achieve an overall na-
tional indicative target of 9% energy conservation by 2016), 
- N.3851/2010 (national law on RES, extending the obligation to perform an en-
ergy design study to all new buildings, regardless of their size, and allows audits 
in individual units of a building, while setting some very ambitious national tar-
gets by 2020: 
o 20% contribution of RES in the national gross final energy consumption, 
from 5% in 2007 
o 40% in gross electricity generation, from 4.6 in 2007 
o 20% in final energy consumption for heating and cooling, 
- N.3889/2010 (mandating that residences with an annual use of less than four 
months must also comply with N.3661/2008), 
- P.D. 100/2010 (handling issues on professional qualifications, training, accredi-
tation, control mechanisms and regulatory framework for the energy inspectors), 
- N.3818/2010 (establishing a special unit for energy inspectors (E.Y.EP.EN.) to 
regulate all issues related to energy inspectors within the YPEKA) and 
- P.D. 72/2010 (outlining the structure and the role of EYEPEN) 
2.1.1 Hellenic Regulation on Energy Performance in the Building 
Sector – Κ.ΕΝ.Α.Κ. 
Although the road towards EPBD transposition in Greece has been rough and lengthy, 
finally KENAK was issued by YPEKA, in collaboration with the Technical Chamber of 
Greece (T.E.E.), by a M.D. D6/B/5825 (FEK 407/B/9.4.2010) and in collaboration with 
law 4122/2013, it: 
- outlines the general calculation method and overall approach that is in accordance to 
European standards, without going into great details concerning all technical issues 
- introduces: 
o the use of the reference building for benchmarking, which is a class-B build-
ing, ideal copy of the real one, at the same position, with the same orienta-
tion, characteristics of building elements and electromechanical installations, 
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but all these are adapted to meet the minimum energy efficiency require-
ments. 
o the requirements for EPCs based on an asset rating accounting for heating, 
cooling, ventilation, sanitary hot water and lighting, 
o the minimum energy performance requirements and 
o thermal envelope heat losses constraints. 
- elaborates briefly the energy audits of buildings, air-conditioning, boiler and heating 
system inspections. 
Moreover, KENAK introduces lower U-values, replacing the previous T.I.R’s ones 
(Thermal Insulation Regulation), which had been in use from 04.07.1979 for thirty 
years, without any adaptation. One more difference with TIR is that these new heating 
values of KENAK are provided for four climatic zones (Picture 2.1) based on Heating 
Degree Days (H.D.D.) for different locations, whereas TIR had three climatic zones (A-
C). The additional thermal zone (D) is introduced within the northern regions of the 
country (zone C). 
HDDs are the sum of the number of degrees that the average daily temperature is 
below a base temperature. 
 
Picture 2.1: The four climatic zones of KENAK.  
In order the implementation of KENAK to be supported, TEE prepared five 
T.O.T.E.E.s (Hellenic technical guidelines), which are mandatory when applying KE-
NAK as they revealing all the necessary technical details missing by law 4122/2013. 
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- TOTEE 20701-1/2010, concerning analytical national standards of parameters for the 
calculation of the energy performance of buildings and the issuance of EPC, 
- TOTEE 20701-2/2010, concerning the properties of construction materials and the au-
dit for the adequacy of buildings’ thermal insulation, 
- TOTEE 20701-3/2010, concerning climatic data of Greek regions, 
- TOTEE 20701-4/2010, including instructions and documents-forms for the energy in-
spections of buildings, boilers, heating and air conditioning systems and 
- TOTEE 20701-5/2012 about the installation of Combined Heat and Power systems in 
buildings 
and  
the National Observatory of Athens (N.O.A.) developed the TEE-KENAK software. 
The software is based on the EPA-NR tool, developed within the framework of a Euro-
pean project, upgrading to meet national requirements and the final European standards.  
EPC, as mentioned earlier, is one of the mandatory requirements set by the EPBD. It 
aims to provide an insight on the energy performance of existing buildings, towards a 
better understanding of the Hellenic building stock, and to lower the energy consump-
tion of new buildings by quantifying specific minimum requirements. EPCs must be 
issued when buildings are constructed, sold or rented out and they are valid for up to ten 
years. For building types like: open buildings with no heating/cooling requirements 
(storage, farm buildings, etc.), buildings with usage duration of less than 2 years 
(worksite buildings), religion related buildings (churches), buildings of historical or cul-
tural importance, stand-alone buildings of less than area 50m2 and when extension of 
less than 50m2 is implemented to existing buildings, EPC is not required. 
EPCs offer to the market of real estate more transparency, while providing an extra 
criterion during the decision-making process of buying or renting a property, and pro-
vide market stakeholders with reliable and useful information. 
In Greece, EPCs started on the 1st January 2011 to be compulsory for all buildings 
that are being sold or rented out for the first time to a new tenant, while for building 
units (e.g. apartments) rented out for the first time to a new tenant were initiated in Jan-
uary 2012. By May 2013, over 350.000 energy performance certificates have been is-
sued via the official national registry www.buildingcert.gr. Picture 2.2 presents the number 
of EPCs issued from 09.01.2011 to 09.01.2013, as these, unfortunately, are the only da-
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ta available at the site of YPEKA. From January 2012, that the EPCs became compulso-
ry and for apartments, the number of EPCs issued was increased at a great extent.  
 
 
Jan – 11 to Dec - 11 60.640 EPCs 
Jan – 12 to Jan - 13 221.347 EPCs 
Picture 2.2: The amount of EPCs issued from 09.01.2011 to 09.01.2013 
 
The classification of a building under KENAK is made according to the ratio  
T       !"#!$#"%&'  !""#!$  !"#$%"&  !"#$%&'()"#(!""#$  !"#$%&)!"##$%&"'()'*  !"#$%  !"  !"#  !"#"!"$%"  !"#$%#&' .  
The total annual primary energy consumption is obtained by multiplying the total 
annual final energy consumption with the national rates of conversion of final energy 
consumption to primary energy consumption, which are presented at Table 2.1. 
 
 
 
 
From now on EPCs are 
compulsory and for apartments. 
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Table 2.1: Ranking classes under KENAK. 
Source of energy conversion factor to primary energy 
pollutants emitted 
per unit of energy 
(kgCO2/kWh) 
Natural gas 1,05 0,196 
Heating oil 1,10 0,264 
Electricity 2,90 0,989 
LPG 1,05 0,238 
Biomass 1,00 - 
District heating (P.P.C.) 0,70 0,347 
District heating (R.E.S.) 0,50 - 
 
Then, the building is ranked in one of the following nine energy classes (Table 2.2), 
where an A+-building has the highest possible performance, whereas a G-building the 
lowest. 
Table 2.2: Ranking classes under KENAK. 
KENAK 
Energy class Ratio (T) 
A+ T ≤ 0.33 
A 0.33 < T ≤ 0.50 
B+ 0.50 < T ≤ 0.75 
B 0.75 < T ≤ 1.00 
C 1.00 < T ≤ 1.41 
D 1.41 < T ≤ 1.82 
E 1.82 < T ≤ 2.27 
F 2.27 < T ≤ 2.73 
G T ≥ 2.73 
2.2 British Research Establishment Environmental 
Assessment Method  
B.R.E.E.A.M. was developed in the United Kingdom by the British Research Estab-
lishment (B.R.E) and it is the first commercially available environmental assessment 
tool for buildings with the longest track period. Since its inception in1990 and till the 
time of writing, over 250.000 buildings have been certified, and this is a proof that it is 
widely recognized for the set standards and best practice. 
To ensure that each certification is relevant to the like of local culture, regulation 
climate conditions and supply chain, except for the scheme internationally used in more 
than 50 countries, B.R.E.E.A.M. also has country-specific schemes, such as BREEAM 
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NL (Netherlands), BREEAM NOR (Norway), BREEAM ES (Spain) etc.in more than 
50 countries. 
 
Picture 2.3: Countries using BREEAM. 
B.R.E.E.A.M. can be used to assess: 
- new constructions (homes, offices, schools, healthcare buildings, prisons, law 
courts, multi-residential institutions, non-residential institutions, retail develop-
ments, data centers, storages and industrial units, assembly and leisure, etc.) 
- refurbishment 
- code for sustainable homes and  
- in-use buildings. 
The latest version (new construction) that is used now is B.R.E.E.A.M. New Con-
struction 2.0, 2011. 
Buildings are rewarded when delivering environmental, comfort or health benefits 
and they are awarded with points or ‘credits’ by taking into account the following pa-
rameters: 
- energy (operational energy and CO2), 
- management (management policy, commissioning, site management and procure-
ment), 
- health and wellbeing (indoor and external issues – noise, light, air quality etc.), 
- transport (location related factors and transport-related CO2), 
- water consumption and efficiency, 
- materials (embodied –life cycle- impacts of building materials, like CO2), 
- waste (construction resource efficiency, operational waste management and minimi-
zation), 
- pollution (water and external air pollution), 
- land use (type of site and building footprint), 
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- ecology (ecological value, conservation and enhancement of the site) and 
- innovation, additionally, as a bonus opportunity 
Points or credits of each section are multiplied by a weighting factor. This factor is 
determined by periodic stakeholder consultation and expert panel review and it repre-
sents the relative importance of the section. Then, the products are added up to produce 
an overall score. 
The maximum points that can be achieved and the environmental weighting factor 
for each section are listed at the Table 2.3.  
Table 2.3: Maximum points of each BREEAM category and their weighting factors. 
Credit category Maximum points 
Weighting 
factor 
Energy 30 19 
Management 22 12 
Health and wellbeing 10 15 
Transport 9 8 
Water consumption & efficiency 9 6 
Materials 12 12,5 
Waste 7 7,5 
Pollution 13 10 
Land use & Ecology 10 10 
Total  122 100 
Innovation * 10 10 
Total * 132 110 
Once the score percentage of the building is calculated, the rating of BREEAM can 
be defined, based on Table 2.4.  
Table 2.4: BREEAM levels of certification. 
BREEAM 2011 Points 
Outstanding > 85 
Excellent 70 - 85 
Very good 55 - 69 
Good 45 - 54 
Pass 30 - 44 
Unclassified  < 30 
 
Apart from the grade-based rating, a star rating from 1 to 5 stars is also provided 
(Picture 2.4), where the more the stars, the greener the building. 
 
Picture 2.4: Star rating of BREEAM. 
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2.3 Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
L.E.E.D. was launched by the United States Green Building Council (U.S.G.B.C.) in 
2000. USGBC is a non-profit organization with the mission to transform build environ-
ment within a generation for a sustainable future, through cost efficient and energy sav-
ing green buildings. In order this goal to be achieved, LEED rating system was created. 
The concept behind the use of word “Green” in the name of the U.S.Green.B.C. is re-
flected to LEED certification, as it assures the ecological sustainability of a building and 
that a building is environmentally friendly and efficiently uses resources. All these 
green claims are assured through third party testing, verification and certification, na-
tionally accepted as a benchmark for green building practices. 
LEED is used in more than 130 countries. At the Press Release of July 26th, 2012 is 
mentioned that there are more than 159.000 registered and certified projects under 
LEED. The version of the green building program currently used, L.E.E.D. 2009 New 
Construction and Major Renovations, was updated in November 2011. 
It may apply to different sectors and project types as: new constructions and major 
renovations, existing building operations and maintenance, commercial interiors, core 
and shell development, retail, schools, homes, neighborhood development and 
healthcare facilities. The environmental performance of a building, subjected to LEED 
certification, is evaluated over its lifecycle, including design, construction, operation 
and maintenance.  
For certification under LEED 2009, a project must comply with Minimum Program 
Requirements (M.P.Rs), which are presented below, aiming to give clear guidance to 
customer, to protect the integrity of the LEED program and to eliminate problems that 
may rise during the certification process.  
MPRs for LEED 2009 
- compliance with environmental laws and regulations in place where the project is 
located, until the building receives an official indication that it is ready for use, 
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- the project must be a complete (designed for, constructed on and operated on al-
ready existing land), permanent (immovable during its entire lifetime) building  or 
space, 
- usage of reasonable site boundary, 
- compliance with minimum floor area requirements, 93 m2 or 1.000 ft2 of gross floor 
area, 
- compliance with minimum occupancy rates, 
- commitment to sharing to USGBC and/or G.B.C.I. (Green Building Certification 
Institute) all available actual whole-project energy and water usage data for a period 
starting at the date of certification for at least five years and 
- compliance with a minimum ratio of building area to site area (the gross floor area 
of the building must be no less than 2% of the gross land area within the LEED pro-
ject boundary) 
In order a project to achieve LEED certification, it has to comply with a group of 
green building requirements. The scheme consists of seven main categories. The catego-
ries among which points are allocated are: 
Environmental categories (5): 
- Sustainable Sites (S.S.), 
- Water Efficiency (W.E.), 
- Energy and Atmosphere (E.A.), 
- Materials and Resources (M.R.) and 
- Indoor Environmental Quality (E.Q.),  
but here are also:  
- two (2) bonus credit categories 
o Innovation in Design (I.D.) or innovation in operations, which addresses sus-
tainable building measures and expertise that have not been covered under the 
previous five environmental categories, 
o Regional Priority credits (R.P.), dealing with issues of particular importance to 
specific areas, highlighting the importance of local conditions in determining 
best environmental design and construction practices and 
- additional credit categories, depending on the type of the project (neighborhood de-
velopment / homes) 
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All these seven categories consist of credit subcategories, whilst environmental cat-
egories have also mandatory prerequisites, ensuring minimum level of performance. 
The project must satisfy all the prerequisites of the program and achieve above a mini-
mum number of points. Finally, the points earned, determine the level of LEED certifi-
cation. 
Points, reflecting the relative importance of the building-related impacts that they 
address, are distributed to the abovementioned categories as shown in Table 2.5. 
Table 2.5: Maximum points of each LEED category. 
Credit category Maximum points 
Sustainable site 26 
Water efficiency 10 
Energy and atmosphere  35 
Materials and resourses  14 
Indoor environmental quality 15 
Total  100 
Innovation in design * 6 
Regional priority * 4 
Total * 110 
 
Based on the points achieved, there are four levels of certification buildings can 
qualify (Table 2.6), where “Certified” is the lowest and “Platinum” is the greenest 
building. 
Table 2.6: LEED certification levels. 
LEED 2009 Points 
Platinum ≥ 80 
Gold 60 - 79 
Silver 50 - 59 
Certified 40 - 49 
Unclassified  < 40 
 
 
Picture 2.5: Virtualization of L.E.E.D. labels. 
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2.3.1 LEED 2009 FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND MAJOR RENOVA-
TIONS 
As indicated by its name, LEED for new construction and major renovations addresses 
design and construction activities not only for new buildings, but also for major renova-
tions of existing buildings, including HVAC renovation, envelope modification and in-
terior rehabilitation. 
Initially, it was designed for new commercial office buildings, but now it applies to 
other commercial occupancies like institutional buildings (libraries, museums, churches, 
etc.), hotels and residential buildings of four or more habitable stories, providing that 
the owner/developer or the tenant occupies more than 50% of the building’s square 
footage. 
It is worth noting that, this rating system enables the splitting of the certification ap-
plication into two phases: design and construction phase. This means that, if a project 
meets the requirements of a credit during the design phase, at the end of the design 
phase, the project team can submit all the relative documentation for evaluation and the 
assessment of the credit can be completed before the completion of the construction 
phase. However, the final LEED certification of the project will occur when both phases 
end. 
As it was mentioned earlier, the rating system consists of five main environmental 
categories and two bonus ones. The allocation of the points to the categories are pre-
sented an Appendix 2.1. 
2.3.2. LEED 2009 FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS: OPERATIONS AND 
MAINTENANCE (LEED 2009 EBOM) 
This rating system was developed to certify the sustainability of ongoing operations of 
existing commercial and institutional buildings and of alterations and new additions to 
existing buildings. 
Alterations and additions are changes, within limits, that affect usable space in the 
building, like complete gutting, major renovation, or large new wing to the replacement 
of an old window, sheet of drywall, or section of carpet. Mechanical, electrical, or 
plumbing system upgrades are excluded, as they involve no disruption to usable space. 
Projects that are eligible for certification under this are offices, retail and service es-
tablishments, institutional buildings (libraries, schools, museums, churches, etc.), hotels 
and residential buildings of four or more habitable stories. More specific, it is targeted 
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to single buildings (owner occupied/multitenant/multiple-building campus projects). It 
is a whole-building rating system, from which individual tenant spaces are excluded. 
When applying for certification, performance data for the building and site over the 
performance period are needed. When referring to performance period, the continuous, 
unbroken time during which sustainable operations performance is being measured is 
meant and it should have no gaps longer than one full week. 
LEED 2009 for existing buildings: Operations and maintenance consists of: 
- seven categories, addressing exterior building site maintenance programs, water 
and energy use, environmentally preferred products and practices for cleaning 
and alterations, sustainable purchasing policies, waste stream management, and 
ongoing indoor environmental quality.  
- nine prerequisites and 
- fifty credits. 
 
Picture 2.6: 
The exact allocation of points to the categories are presented at Appendix 2.2. 
2.4 Comparison between B.R.E.E.A.M. and L.E.E.D. 
Both environmental assessment methods operate by very well-known organizations, 
BRE and USGBC respectively, and they have a proven record in the sustainability de-
velopment domain. 
S.S.  
W.E.  
E.A.  
M.R.  
E.Q.  
I.O.  
R.P  
Sustainable  site  (26)  
Water  eﬃciency  (14)  
Energy  and  atmosphere  
(35)  
Materials  and  resourses  
(10)  
Indoor  environmental  
quality  (15)  
*InnovaLon  in  operaLons  
(6)  
*Regional  priority  (4)  
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As is evident LEED is to some extent influenced by BREEAM, due to the fact that it 
was developed around 10 years later than the later. Therefore, they share similarities. 
They have specific rating schemes and systems for different building uses and both 
methods, in order to be considered as realistic and credible, rely extensively on existing 
building regulations, guidance and other third party standards to set performance criteria 
in many areas of the assessment procedure. 
Both schemes assess buildings against a wide range of environmental and sustaina-
bility issues covering a number of categories and award credits which are allocated 
based on their environmental impact, with the total score determining the rating classifi-
cation. 
When it comes to the criteria weighting, there is a difference between the two me 
thods. BREEAM has pre-weighted credits, prioritizing environmental issues, whilst 
LEED relies on a simple additive approach (1 for 1), where all the criteria are weighted 
equally, which makes the implementation easier. 
Table 2.7: Comparison between BREEAM and LEED credit categories and allocation of points. 
BREEAM 2011                                                              
(pre-weighted credits) 
LEED 2009                                      
(simple additive approach, 1 for 1) 
Credit category Max. points 
Weighting 
factor Credit category 
Max. 
points 
Energy 30 19 Sustainable site 26 
Management 22 12 Water efficiency 10 
Health and wellbeing 10 15 Energy and atmosphere  35 
Transport 9 8 Materials and resourses  14 
Water consumption & efficiency 9 6 Indoor environmental quality 15 
Materials 12 12,5 Total  100 
Waste 7 7,5 Innovation in design * 6 
Pollution 13 10 Regional priority * 4 
Land use & Ecology 10 10 Total * 110 
Total  122 100 
  Innovation * 10 10 
Total * 132 110 
 
The categories highlighted in the above table are broadly comparable, however be-
cause their parameters differ, they cannot be directly compared. 
- L.E.E.D. ‘Sustainable site’ includes issues mainly covered by B.R.E.E.A.M. ‘Land use 
& Ecology’, but also by ‘Management’, ‘Transport’, ‘Pollution’. 
- L.E.E.D. ‘Energy and atmosphere’ includes issues mainly covered by B.R.E.E.A.M. 
‘Energy’, ‘Management’, ‘Pollution’ and 
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- L.E.E.D. ‘Materials and resources’ includes issues covered mainly by B.R.E.E.A.M. 
‘Management’, but also by ‘Materials’ and ‘Waste’. (Reed et al., 2010).  
A closer look to the groups of criteria examined by both methods indicates that as 
for: 
- Management 
BREEAM establishes significant principles on building management, whilst LEED is 
relatively weak on this issue.  
Table 2.8: Aspects that management includes in BREEAM and LEED. 
Management Commissioning Consultation Considerate constructors 
Home      
user guide 
Construction 
site impacts  Secuirity 
BREEAM √ √ √ √ √ √ 
LEED √           
 
- Health of indoor environment 
This criterion is named differently in the two methods, “Health and wellbeing” in 
BREEAM and “Indoor environmental quality” in LEED. BREEAM focuses on HVAC 
system, lighting and illumination, whereas LEED on low-emitting materials, neglecting 
acoustic performance. 
- Sustainable site and ecology 
Although, regarding this issue, there are many similarities between the criteria of the 
two methods, LEED pays more attention to Brownfield redevelopment and public 
transportation access (USGBS, 2011)  
- Water efficiency and waste management 
As buildings accounts for one sixth of world’s fresh water withdrawals, one quarter of 
wood harvested and two fifths of all material and energy flows (Emmanuel, 2004) and 
the resources are limited and valuable, the two methods pay attention at this issue with-
out great differences in the criteria. 
- Materials 
In LEED greater emphasis is placed on the reusability and maintenance of construction 
materials, with the use of finishing materials and the responsible source of materials be-
ing relatively poorly covered in its evaluation framework (Papadopoulos and Giama, 
2009). BREEAM assesses more in volume and more distinct criteria 
 
. 
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- Pollution 
BREEAM mainly deals with the evaluation of refrigerant leaks and emissions like NOx 
and CO2, which are more likely to aggravate the global warming potential and deflates 
“Heat island effects”, an issue that LEED assesses. 
Some of the main differences between the two systems are the facts that: 
-BREEAM encourages reduction in CO2 emissions caused by energy use in buildings, 
whereas LEED targets mainly reduction of annual costs for energy in buildings. 
-LEED has no credits for life-cycle costing, therefore it may not encourage the envi-
ronmentally efficient allocation of capital. 
-LEED awards green power, while BREEAM does not award contracts with energy 
suppliers 
- Rating benchmarks and classification 
The results of a building environmental assessment can be presented in various forms, 
as graphs, tables, grades, reports. A similarity of the two systems is that both use grades, 
BREEAM from ‘Pass’ to ‘Outstanding’ and LEED from ‘Certified’ to ‘Platinum’.  
Table 2.9: Comparison of BREEAM and LEED certification levels. 
BREEAM 2011 Points LEED 2009 Points 
Outstanding > 85 Platinum ≥ 80 
Excellent 70 - 85 Gold 60 - 79 
Very good 55 - 69 Silver 50 - 59 
Good 45 - 54 Certified 40 - 49 
Pass 30 - 44 Unclassified  < 40 
Unclassified  < 30   
 
BREEAM and LEED do not define and measure sustainability in the same way. As 
a consequence of this and as it is obvious from the above table, there is no parity be-
tween the benchmarks and the classification of the two systems and the comparison be-
tween these is not straightforward. 
Saunders (2008) in a modeling study comparing the application of the two methods 
to assess the performance of building in the UK found that ‘it is tougher to meet the 
highest rating in BREEAM than it is to meet the requirements of the alternative 
schemes, when building in the UK. If a building is designed to meet the highest 
L.E.E.D. rating (Platinum), it is only likely to achieve a BREEAM result of ‘Very good’ 
or ‘Good’. This is consistent with another study by Dirlich (2011) stating that LEED 
assesses buildings more favorably than BREEAM, implying that it is easier to achieve 
higher rating by using LEED scheme. 
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3. LEED 2009 EBOM Credits 
This Chapter, based largely on the LEED 2009 EBOM manual for public use and dis-
play, is a closer look to all credits of LEED 2009 for Existing Buildings: Operations and 
Maintenance, credit-by-credit, aiming to provide as much information as possible about 
them, since they will be used later in Chapter 5. 
LEED 2009 EBOM consists of seven categories, addressing sustainable sites, water 
efficiency, energy and atmosphere, materials and resources, indoor environmental air 
quality, innovation in operation and regional priority.  
These seven categories aggregated have nine prerequisites and fifty credits. 
 
Picture 3.1: Allocation of prerequisites and credits in LEED 2009 EBOM. 
Sustainable Sites (SS) 
SS Credit 1: LEED certified design and construction 
This credit aims to reward buildings which have been designed and constructed in an 
environmentally friendly way and by that facilitating high-performance building opera-
tions. Four points are given to buildings which can demonstrate that, regarding the 
building type, they have been previously certified under LEED for New Construction 
and Major Renovations, or LEED for Schools, or LEED for Core & Shell Development 
and additionally, at a minimum 75% of their floor area has been certified under LEED 
for Commercial Interiors. 
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SS Credit 2: Building exterior and hardscape management plan 
During the performance period of the building, required is the development of a build-
ing exterior and hardscape management plan, minimizing environmental impacts 
through: (1) best management practices that, compared with standard practices, signifi-
cantly reduce chemical use, energy and water waste, air pollution, solid waste and/or 
chemical runoff and (2) addressing maintenance equipment, snow and ice removal, 
building exterior cleaning, paints and sealants used on building exterior, cleaning of 
sidewalks, pavement and other hardscape. 
SS Credit 3: Integrated pest management (I.P.M.), erosion control and landscape man-
agement plan 
This credit is similar with the previous, although it focuses on the natural components of 
the site. During the performance period, it requires a management plan, which must ad-
dresses: 
- outdoor IPM, meaning the management of outdoor pests in a way that not only 
protects human health, but also the surrounding environment, while improving 
economic returns by using the most effective, least-risk option. Additionally, 
outdoor IPM plan must meet all the IPM requirements listed in IEQ Credit 3.6 
and it must also be integrated with indoor IPM plan for the building, if needed. 
- erosion and sedimentation control for ongoing landscape operations and future 
construction activity,  
and if applicable: 
- removal of site waste from the waste stream, by implementing mulching, com-
posting or by using any other low-impact means and  
- chemical fertilizer use. 
SS Credit 4: Alternative commuting transportation 
Incentive-based strategies for employees or for building occupants, according to the 
project type, are recommended for this credit. Alternative commuting transportation in-
cludes at least, telecommuting, compressed workweeks, mass transit, walking, human-
powered transportations (bicycles), carpools, vanpools, and low-emitting, fuel-
efficient/alternative-fuel vehicles. 
Three to fifteen points can be earned by this credit, depending on the percentage re-
duction in conventional commuting trips achieved, during the performance period. As 
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baseline case is considered the case where all occupants commute only with conven-
tional vehicles to and from the building each day of the week.  
For this credit, there are exemplary performance points available if the demonstrated 
percentage reduction in conventional commuting trips is 80%. 
SS Credit 5: Site Development - Protect or restore open habitat 
For the purpose of this credit, during the performance period, applicants under LEED 
2009 EBOM must either: 
- on site: have in place native/adapted vegetation covering at least 25% of the total 
site area, if building footprint is excluded, or 5% of the total site area, including 
the building footprint, (whichever is greater), or 
- off-site: enhance and/or maintain native/adapted plants, as long as it can be 
demonstrated in a contract with the owner of the area. When this strategy is cho-
sen, 2 ft2 of off-site area is equivalent to 1 ft2 of on-site area, in order the 
abovementioned requirement to be met or 
- apart from vegetation, natural site elements, like water bodies, exposed rock, 
etc., maintaining/restoring the ecological integrity of the site are also applicable 
for this credit. 
Coordination with activities, technologies and strategies used under SS Credit 3 is a 
recommended strategy toward earning this credit an even achieving the exemplary per-
formance credit, if the area covered by native/adapted vegetation is twice the required. 
SS Credit 6: Stormwater quantity control 
During the performance period to implement and confirm continued performance of a 
stormwater management plan, infiltrating, collecting and reusing runoff or evapotran-
spirating runoff from a part of the precipitation falling on the whole project site is need-
ed. Stormwater management facilities should be embodied into preventive and correc-
tive maintenance programs. 
SS Credit 7.1: Heat island reduction – Nonroof 
Before proceeding to the analysis of this credit, the understanding of the effect of “heat 
island” is needed. The US EPA at its site states that “The term heat island describes 
built up areas that are hotter than nearby rural areas. Heat islands can affect communi-
ties by increasing summertime peak energy demand, air conditioning costs, air pollution 
and greenhouse gas emissions, heat-related illness and mortality, and water quality.” [4] 
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In order to diminish heat island and minimize impacts on microclimates of both human 
and wildlife habitats, this credit offers two options between which a choice must be 
made so as to be earned. 
Option 1) Nonroof hardscape surfaces.  
For this option required is the implementation of any combination of five recorded 
strategies for the half of the site hardscape, like the usage of an open-grid pavement sys-
tem (at least 50% pervious), shading from structures covered by solar panels that pro-
duce energy used to offset some nonrenewable resource use, etc.  
otherwise, 
Option 2) Onsite parking. 
This option requires the placement of the half (50%) of parking spaces underground, 
under deck, under roof, or under a building – under cover. In the case that roof is used 
to shade/cover parking, it must meet certain conditions, described by the system. 
In option 2, if 95% of the parking spaces are under cover, exemplary performance point 
is earned. 
SS Credit 7.2: Heat island reduction - Roof 
The intention of this credit is the same with the previous one and again there are op-
tions, three this time, between which a choice must be made in order the project to earn 
this credit. 
Option 1) usage of roofing materials with a Solar Reflectance Index (S.R.I.) equal to or 
greater than the values in a given table for a minimum of 75% of the roof surface. In the 
case where SRI is lower than these values, it may be, also, used if meeting specific cri-
teria, or 
Option 2) installation and maintenance of a green roof, covering at a minimum half of 
the roof area (there is an exemplary performance credit available for 95% vegetated 
roof), or 
Option 3) installation of high-albedo and vegetated roof surfaces, meeting, in combina-
tion, given criteria, so as to reduce heat absorption. 
 
 
SS Credit 8: Light pollution reduction 
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For this credit, compliance with the interior lighting requirement, stating that “all 
nonemergency built-in luminaires with a direct line of sight to any openings in the enve-
lope (translucent or transparent, wall or ceiling) must be automatically controlled to turn 
off during all after-hours periods during the performance period. The total duration of 
all programmed after-hours periods annually must equal or exceed 2,190 hours per year 
(50% of annual nighttime hours). Manual override capability may be provided for occa-
sional after-hours use” and with one out of the three following options for exterior light-
ing is required: 
- Option 1) deals exclusively with projects that are certified under LEED for 
Schools or NC and under LEED for CS Development with 75% of the floor area 
is LEED for CI. 
- Option 2) requires partially/fully shielding of all exterior fixtures greater than  
50 watts, preventing direct emission of light to the night sky, while 
- Option 3) proposes measurement of the night illumination levels at regularly 
spaced points around the perimeter of the property with the building’s exterior 
and site lights both on and off. During both measurements, the building’s interi-
or lights must be in the same state. The illumination level of each measurement 
point with the lights on must be less than 20% above the level measured with the 
lights off. 
Additional recommendations include full-cutoff luminaries, low-reflectance surfaces 
and low-angle spotlights, technologies that reduce light pollution. 
Water Efficiency (WE) 
WE Prerequisite 1: Minimum indoor plumbing fixture and fitting efficiency 
This is the first prerequisite that an applicant for LEED 2009 EBOM encounters and in 
order to be a viable candidate for the certification, this prerequisite and all that follow 
must be met. 
The aim of this prerequisite is to reduce the burdens on potable water supply and 
wastewater systems, by reducing indoor fixture and fitting water use within the build-
ing.  
Depending on when indoor plumbing fixtures and fittings were installed, with 1994 
being the reference year, LEED 2009 EBOM water use baseline is set. 
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The requirements for meeting this credit include reduction of potable water use of 
indoor plumbing fixtures and fittings of the existing building, so as to be equal to/below 
LEED 2009 EBOM water use baseline. Detailed information about the baseline calcula-
tion is given by the system’s manual for public use and display. 
Moreover, in the case of possible indoor plumbing renovation, the development and 
the implementation of an assessment converting plumbing fixtures and fitting into high-
performance, accounting for potential water supply, disposal and maintenance cost sav-
ings is also required. 
WE Credit 1: Water performance measurement 
Water performance measurement identifies the consumption distribution over time and 
as a result it gives data needed for further water savings. There are two options giving 
points for this credit, but this time if following the second option, which prerequisites 
the implementation of the first one, the building earns an additional point. 
Option 1) Whole building metering. 
This option requires the permanent installation of water metering, measuring the total 
potable water use for the entire building and for the associated grounds. Recommended 
is also the metering of gray or reclaimed water supplied to the building. Generally, data 
recorded for each system metered on a regular basis, must be summarized monthly and 
annually. 
Option 2) Sub metering. 
As mentioned previously, this option prerequisites the implementation of option one, 
while requiring the installation of permanent metering for one or more of water subsys-
tems as irrigation, indoor plumbing fixtures and fittings (see WE Prerequisite 1), cool-
ing towers, domestic hot water and other process-type end uses of water, such as humid-
ification systems, dishwashers, clothes washers, pools and other systems using process 
water. Recommended strategy for this option could be the placement of meters to sys-
tems that use more potable water. Moreover, if metering system is placed for two sub-
systems, exemplary performance point can be earned. 
WE Credit 2: Additional indoor plumbing fixture and fitting efficiency 
The maximization of the efficiency within buildings, except for reducing the use of po-
table water it also, reduces consequent burden on municipal water supply and 
wastewater systems. 
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The requirement here is the implementation of strategies and the placement of sys-
tems that when combined, they can achieve reduction in indoor plumbing fixture and 
fitting potable water use from LEED 2009 EBOM baseline case, established in WE Pre-
requisite 1. One to five points can be allocated, depending on the minimum water reduc-
tion percentage (10-30%). If the project uses 35% less water than the WE Prerequisite 1 
baseline, it earns an exemplary performance point. 
WE Credit 3: Water efficient landscaping 
This credit aims to limit the use of potable water or other natural surface/subsurface re-
sources available on/near the project site for landscape irrigation compared with con-
ventional means. 
In case the building follows option one of WE Credit 1 (no separate water metering 
for irrigation systems), the reduction achieved (50-100%) can be determined through 
calculations and the minimum water savings percentage determines the points achieved, 
which can be up to five. 
An additional requirement is set for buildings without vegetation or other ecologi-
cally appropriate features on the grounds, where if planters and/or garden space cover 
less than 5% of the building site area, the project is ineligible for this credit, whereas if 
they cover more, reducing the use of potable water for watering any roof and/or court-
yard garden space or outdoor is required.  
The options available to achieve compliance with the requirements are three, one of 
which should be followed:  
Option 1) calculation of the percentage reduction in potable water or other natural sur-
face/subsurface resource use, by using the mid-summer baseline irrigation water use 
and the building’s actual irrigation potable water use, or 
Option 2) must be chosen by projects that do not meter their actual irrigation water use 
during the performance period separately. In this case, in order to calculate the percent-
age reduction in potable water or other natural surface/subsurface resource use, usage of 
the estimated mid-summer irrigation water use and the baseline case irrigation water use 
is needed. The way the calculations are being made and the factors used are included in 
LEED Reference Guide for Green Building Operations & Maintenance, 2009 Edition, 
or 
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Option 3) can be realized when all the needed independent irrigation performance and 
ranking tools can be taken from local, regional, state or national sources, so as reduc-
tions in potable water or other natural surfaces/subsurface resource for irrigation pur-
poses to be demonstrated. 
WE Credit 4: Cooling tower water management 
For the purpose of this credit being to reduce potable water consumption for cooling 
tower equipment, this credit offers two very different options for effective water man-
agement and/or use of nonpotable makeup water and an additional one combining the 
other two.  
Option 1) Chemical management.  
It includes the development and the implementation of a water management plan ad-
dressing chemical treatment, bleed-off, biological control and cooling tower mainte-
nance. The installation and/or the maintenance of a conductivity meter and the imple-
mentation of automatic controls so as to adjust the bleed rate and to maintain proper 
concentration at all times are required, or 
Option 2) Nonpotable water source use.  
This option requires a measurement program verifying that makeup water quantities de-
rive from nonpotable sources. Makeup water should consist of at least 50% nonpotable 
water, such as harvested rainwater/stormwater, air-conditioner condensate, recycled 
treated wastewater from toilet and urinal flushing, etc., or 
Option 3) offers double points of the previous, as it requires the achievement of both 
abovementioned options. 
Energy and Atmosphere (EA) 
EA Prerequisite 1: Energy efficiency best management practices - Planning, documenta-
tion and opportunity assessment 
The requirement of the prerequisite is mainly the development of a building operation 
plan, setting during the performance period, which provides information on how the 
building operates and is maintained. The purpose of this plan is the identification and 
hence the elimination of any inefficiencies. Important is the identification of any chang-
es in schedules or set points for different seasons, days of the week and times of day. 
Moreover, a brief description of all the mechanical and electrical systems used to meet 
the operating conditions stated in the operating plan and equipment in the building is 
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also required. Finally, the systems narrative is accompanied by a narrative of the pre-
ventive maintenance plan for the equipment described in the aforementioned which 
documents the preventive maintenance schedule during the performance period.  
EA Prerequisite 2: Minimum energy efficiency performance 
This prerequisite is divided into two sub-categories: projects eligible for Energy Star 
rating and projects not eligible for Energy Star rating. 
Projects eligible for Energy Star rating 
For these projects, the achievement of 69, at a minimum, as an energy performance rat-
ing is required and therefore Option 1 must be used. 
Moreover, in this case it is required the placement of energy meters measuring for a 
consecutive 12-month period all energy use throughout the performance period of all 
buildings to be certified. Each building’s energy performance must be based on actual 
metered energy consumption for both the LEED project building(s) and all comparable 
buildings used for the benchmark.  
Projects not eligible for Energy Star rating 
Compliance with one of the following options is required: 
Option 1) Adjusted benchmark score. 
Prove that the project’s energy efficiency performance is better than 69% of similar 
buildings, based on data provided by the Portfolio Manager tool. 
For projects that are located outside the U.S. may use a local benchmark based on 
source energy from their country’s national or regional energy agency.  
Option 2) Alternative score. 
Option 2a) Streamlined Baseline (EAp2 only – 0 points)  
Option 2b) Energy Baseline Including Historical Data (up to 9 points in EAc1)  
Option 2c) Energy Baseline Including Historical Data plus Comparable Buildings (up to 
18 points in EAc1)  
Irrespective of the option that will be chosen, the project must have in place energy 
meters, measuring all energy use  for continuous 12 month interval throughout the per-
formance period of all buildings to be certified.  
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EA Prerequisite 3: Fundamental refrigerant management 
In order to diminish stratospheric ozone depletion, no use of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC)-
based refrigerants in HVAC and refrigeration base building systems is required, unless: 
- a third party audit show that system’s simple payback of replacement/conversion 
is greater than 10 years, rendering it not economically feasible, or 
- it can be demonstrated that a phase-out plan for the CFC-based refrigerants is in 
force within five years of the end of the performance period, 
If nonetheless, CFC-based refrigerants are used by the base building systems, this 
prerequisite can still be earned, provided that: (1) annual leakage is being reduced up to 
5% and (2) the total leakage over the remaining life of the unit is being reduced to less 
than 30% of its refrigerant charge. 
Small HVAC&R units, containing less than 0.5 pounds (0.227 kg) of refrigerant, are 
not required to comply with the requirements of the prerequisite, as they are not consid-
ered to be part of the base building system. 
EA Credit 1: Optimize energy efficiency performance 
This credit, as EA Prerequisite 2, differentiates the requirements depending on whether 
the project is eligible for Energy Star rating or not. 
Projects eligible for Energy Star rating 
The requirements for these projects are the same as in EA Prerequisite 2, but achieving 
an energy performance rating of at least 71 (instead of 69) is needed. Points are up to 18 
according to EPA Energy Star - Energy performance rating (71-95) 
Projects not eligible for Energy Star rating 
For buildings not eligible to receive an energy performance rating using Portfolio Man-
ager, comply with one of the following: 
Option 1) See EA Prerequisite 2, but for this credit energy efficiency must be at least 
21% better than the average for typical buildings of similar type (instead of 19%) and 
points are up to 18 based on percentile level above the national median (21-45) , or 
Option 2) See EA Prerequisite 2 again 
EA Credit 2.1: Existing building commissioning - Investigation and analysis 
There are two options to optimize energy-using systems performance and therefore 
achieve energy savings. 
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Option 1) Commissioning process. 
Option 2) ASHRAE Level II Energy Audit. 
Details on the options requirements are given in LEED 2009 manual for public use and 
display. 
Recommended strategy for this credit is to implement testing and analysis to ensure 
that all building systems and equipment function appropriately regarding the equipment 
schedule and to determine ways so as to improve building’s performance by making  
no/ low-cost improvements. 
EA Credit 2.2: Existing building commissioning - Implementation 
Following the investigation and analysis of the previous phase (Credit 2.1), the intent 
now is to implement, minor, no- or low-cost operational improvements and develop 
capital projects for upgrades of the major sustainable building operation issues, such as 
energy efficiency and building, equipment and systems operations and maintenance, 
identified previously, while demonstrating the financial costs and benefits of the im-
plemented measures. If necessary, the operating plan of the building should be updated 
to reflect the possible changes made to optimize building’s energy performance. 
EA Credit 2.3: Existing building commissioning - Ongoing commissioning 
This credit aims to address ongoing changes in facility occupancy, use, maintenance 
needs and repair of an existing building, by using an ongoing commission program, 
whose cycle must not exceed 24 months, and by making periodic modifications and re-
views of building operating systems and procedures essential for optimal energy effi-
ciency and service provision. 
Concerning the ongoing commissioning program, details on the procedure that 
should be followed, the contents and the cycle-phases are given in the LEED 2009 
manual for public use and display. 
EA Credit 3.1: Performance measurement - Building Automation System (B.A.S.) 
The aim of this credit is the provision of information supporting the accountability and 
the optimization of building energy performance and identification of opportunities for 
further energy-saving investments. 
This can be achieved by using a computer-based BAS with a maintenance program, 
monitoring and controlling major building systems, such as HVAC and lighting. Im-
portant is the role of the staff that uses the system. It should be trained not only in ana-
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lyzing the output of building’s operation and adjusting to them, but also in identifying 
energy-saving investment opportunities to improve building’s energy performance. 
EA Credit 3.2: Performance measurement - System-level metering 
Within two years before applying for LEED 2009 certificate, through an energy audit, 
the identification of building’s energy consumption of major mechanical systems and 
other end-use applications is needed. After analyzing energy-use in the building, it is 
required to employ permanent system-level metering covering at least 40% or 80% of 
the total expected annual energy consumption of the building. The demonstration of the 
percentage covered has to be made based on Table 2.10. 
Table 3.1: System-level metering requirements of EA Credit 3.2. 
Sytem-level metering requirements 
Percentage of total annual energy 
consumption to be metered 
Number of largest energy use categories 
to be covered by 80% or more Points 
0,4 1 of 2 1 
0,8 2 of 3 2 
 
Finally, for each mechanical system and other end-use application metered, monthly 
and annual summaries of the outputs must be compiled.  
EA Credit 4: On-site and off-site renewable energy 
This credit rewards existing buildings with up to six points for using on and off-site re-
newable energy systems to cover all or a part of the building’s total energy use, for the 
purpose of eliminating economic and environmental implications caused by the use of 
fossil fuels. These points are given depending on the percentage of on or off-site renew-
able energy used to meet building’s energy requirements during the performance period. 
Any individual actions and combinations are awarded, but points cannot exceed six.  
Details on the conditions that must be satisfied in order on and off-site energy sources to 
be certified are given by the system’s manual. Nonetheless, projects must submit proof 
of a contract to purchase Renewable Energy Certificates (R.E.Cs) for at least 2 years 
and must also make a commitment to purchase RECs on an ongoing basis after that. 
Recommended tactics so as to meet this credit could be: 
- the implementation of solar, geothermal, wind, biomass (excluding wood that it 
is harvested unsustainably) and biogas technologies, 
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- the purchase of (tradable) RECs to meet all/some of the building’s energy re-
quirements, 
- the collaboration with power providers, who they guarantee that a portion of its 
delivered electric power is derived from net nonpolluting renewable technolo-
gies. 
There is an available exemplary performance point for this credit, for projects meet-
ing more than 12% of the total energy use with on-site renewable energy or 100% with 
off-site renewables. 
EA Credit 5: Enhanced refrigerant management 
The options for this credit are two: 
Option 1) no use of refrigerants in base building HVAC&R systems ,or 
Option 2) the selection of refrigerants and HVAC&R equipment, minimizing/ eliminat-
ing emission of compounds, which contribute to ozone depletion and climate change.  
Here, what mentioned earlier (EA Prerequisite 3) applies again, meaning that mall 
HVAC units and any other cooling equipment that contains less than 0.5 pounds (0.227 
kg) of refrigerant are not considered part of the base building system and are exempted 
from this credit. 
The installation of fire suppression systems is prohibited, as they contain ozone-
depleting substances (CFCs, HCFCs), except if they do not contain such. 
EA Credit 6: Emissions reduction reporting 
The emissions that have to be reported are those that threaten human health and cause 
negative environmental implications, such as CO2, SO2, NOx, Hg, small particulate mat-
ter (PM2.5), large particulate matter (PM10) and VOCs. 
This credit’s requirements include the determination of building parameters reduc-
ing conventional energy use and emissions, including energy efficiency, RES, etc., the 
quantification of those reductions, as well as the emissions reduction report to a third 
party voluntary reporting/certification program.  
Materials and Resources (MR) 
MR Prerequisite 1: Sustainable purchasing policy 
This prerequisite highlights the importance of the development of an Environmentally 
Preferable Purchasing (E.P.P.) policy for materials used in the operation, the mainte-
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nance and the upgrades of the project, which must comply with the LEED 2009 EBOM 
policy model.  
The EPP must, at least, cover those product purchases that are within the building 
and site management’s control and address the requirements of MR Credit 1. Moreover, 
needed is the extension of the policy so as to include product purchasing policies for the 
requirements of, at a minimum, one of: MR Credit 2, MR Credit 3 or MR Credit 4. 
MR Prerequisite 2: Solid waste management policy 
This prerequisite, as the previous one, requires only policy, not actual documentation of 
the policy in practice, or compliance with the credits. The difference lies in the content 
of the policy, which now is a solid waste management policy for the building and site 
addressing the requirements of MR Credit 7, MR Credit 8, MR Credit 9 for materials 
within the building and site management’s control, as well as recycling of all mercury-
containing lamps, while adhering to LEED 2009 EBOM policy model. 
The intention is the elimination of solid waste generated by the occupants and which 
they are disposed in landfills or incineration facilities through encouraging reuse and 
recycling. 
MR Credit 1: Sustainable purchasing - Ongoing consumables 
For the purpose of this credit, materials with low cost per unit, regularly used and re-
placed in the course of business, such as: paper, toner cartridges, binders, batteries, and 
desk accessories count for ongoing consumables. Thus, it is required to maintain a sus-
tainable purchasing program covering these materials. 
There may be materials that would be considered as either ongoing consumables or 
durable goods. In that case, the allocation to each category depends on the project team 
as long as consistency is maintained with MR Credit 2, with no contradictions, exclu-
sions or double-counting. The same must also happen with MR Credit 7. 
This credit rewards with one point projects achieving sustainable purchases of at 
least 60% by cost, of total purchases during the performance period. Sustainable pur-
chases shall satisfy at least one of the following criteria, through containing at a mini-
mum: 
- recycled content: 10% postconsumer and/or 20% postindustrial material, or 
- rapidly renewable material: at least 50%, or 
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- regional materials: 50% materials harvested and processed/extracted and pro-
cessed within 500 miles (800 km) of the project, a distance being calculated 
based on a weighted total distance, or 
- certified paper products: 50% Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), or 
- rechargeable batteries. 
Each purchase of ongoing consumable, which must be made during the performance 
period, can receive credit for each sustainable criterion that meets. Moreover, an exem-
plary performance credit is available for projects that achieve 95% of ongoing consum-
ables (by cost) to meet sustainability criteria. 
MR Credit 2: Sustainable purchasing - Durable goods 
This credit demands the application of a sustainable purchasing program for items 
available at a higher cost per unit, than those of MR Credit 1, which have a useful life of 
at least two years and are replaced infrequently or may require capital program outlays. 
Examples include furniture, office equipment, appliances, external power adapters, tele-
visions, and audiovisual equipment. In cases when it is unclear whether the materials 
belong to this credit, MR Credit 1 or MR Credit 8, can be counted under any category 
the project team chooses, provided that consistency is maintained, with no contradic-
tions, exclusions or double-counting. 
For  purchases occurring during the performance period, or up to two years prior to 
the end date of the performance period, there are three proposed options that may lead 
to credit’s fulfillment, one of which gives two points, as it requires the application of a 
combination of the other two options. 
Option 1) Electric-powered equipment (electronics).  
This option requires the achievement of sustainable purchases (ENERGY STAR® certi-
fied products or battery/corded electric equipment replacing conventional gas-powered 
equipment) of 40% or more by cost of total purchases of electric-powered equipment. 
In the case when projects are located outside the U.S. the equipment may be at least as 
stringent as ENERGY STAR® qualified through use of local equivalencies, or 
Option 2) Furniture. 
Required is the achievement of sustainable purchases of at a minimum 40% by cost of 
total purchases of furniture. The sustainable purchases shall satisfy at least one of the 
following criteria, through containing at a minimum:  
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- recycled content: 10% postconsumer and/or 20% postindustrial material, or 
- salvaged material: 
o 70% material salvaged from off-site/outside the organization, or 
o 70% material salvaged from on-site, through an internal organization 
materials and equipment reuse program, or 
- rapidly renewable material: at least 50%, or 
- certified wood: 50% Forest Stewardship Council (FSC, or 
- regional materials: 50% material harvested and processed or extracted and pro-
cessed within 500 miles ( 800 km) of the project, a distance being calculated 
based on a weighted total distance, or 
Option 3) Combination.  
Implementation of both Option 1 and Option 2. 
Independent of the option that may be chosen this credit offers an exemplary perfor-
mance credit, with 80% of sustainable purchases.  
MR Credit 3: Sustainable purchasing - Facility alterations and additions 
Required is the implementation of a sustainable purchasing program for materials used 
for facility renovations, demolitions, refits and new construction additions of buildings, 
aiming to reduce the environmental and air quality impacts.  
The program applies only to base building elements (semi-) permanently attached to 
the building itself. When referring to base elements, at a minimum, , building compo-
nents and structures (wall studs, insulation, doors, windows), panels, attached finishings 
(drywall, trim, ceiling panels), carpet and other flooring material, adhesives, sealants, 
paints and coatings are included. Furniture, fixtures and equipment (F.F.&E.) and me-
chanical, electrical and plumbing components and specialty items, such as elevators are 
excluded. 
Moreover, required is the achievement of sustainable purchases of 50% by cost of 
total purchases during the performance period. Purchases are sustainable when meeting 
one or more of the criteria described at LEED 2009 manual for public use and display. 
Each purchase can receive credit for each sustainable criterion met. 
Sustainable purchases of 95% earn an exemplary performance credit. 
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MR Credit 4: Sustainable purchasing - Reduced mercury in lamps 
The aim of MR Credit 4 is to reduce the amount of mercury brought onto the building 
site through purchases of lamps, by establishing and maintaining a toxic material source 
reduction program. 
Moreover the credit requires a lighting purchasing plan that: 
- specifies maximum levels of mercury permitted in mercury-containing lamps, 
lamps for both indoor and outdoor fixtures are included, as well as both hard-
wired and portable fixtures, 
- specifies a target for the overall average of mercury content in lamps of 90 
picograms per lumen-hour or less, 
- requires that at least 90% of purchased lamps comply with the target set. 
One point is awarded to projects for which at least 90% of all mercury-containing 
lamps purchased during the performance period (as measured by the number of lamps) 
comply with the purchasing plan and meet the following overall target for mercury con-
tent of 90 picograms per lumen-hour. 
LEED 2009 for Existing Buildings: Operations & Maintenance addresses only the 
lamps purchased during the performance period, not the lamps installed in the building 
and it does not require that each purchased lamp comply with the specified mercury 
limit, but only the overall average of purchased lamps must comply. 
MR Credit 5: Sustainable purchasing – Food 
So as to receive points at this credit, the project during the performance period should 
achieve sustainable purchases, meeting at least one of the following criteria: 
- Purchases are labeled USDA Organic, Food Alliance Certified, Rainforest Alli-
ance Certified, Protected Harvest Certified, Fair Trade or Marine Stewardship 
Council’s Blue Eco-Label or/and 
- Purchases are produced within a 100-mile radius of the site, 
of at least 25% by cost of total combined food and beverages purchases. For each sus-
tainable criterion met, each purchase can earn credit, meaning that if both criteria are 
met, the project counts twice in the calculation. 
Considering how the calculation is made and the intent of this credit to reduce envi-
ronmental and transportation impacts regarding food production and distribution, it 
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could be a proposal to use catering companies that purchase organic foods which are 
locally grown, in order both criteria to be met. 
MR Credit 6: Solid waste management - Waste stream audit 
In order to reduce waste it is important to understand the way waste and toxins are pro-
duced by the entire facility, including building operations and building occupants. 
During the performance period, a waste stream audit of the building’s entire ongoing 
consumables waste stream must be conducted by an outside vendor, the results of which 
identify the types of waste and the amounts of each type by weight/volume that make up 
the waste stream. Moreover, it is required to identify possible opportunities for in-
creased recycling and waste diversion. 
MR Credit 7: Solid waste management - Ongoing consumables 
This credit deals with materials like: paper, toner cartridges, glass, plastics, cardboard 
and old corrugated cardboard, food waste, and metals. When it is not clear whether the 
materials belong to this credit or MR Credit 1, MR Credit 5, MR Credit 8, can be count-
ed under any category the project team chooses, provided that consistency is main-
tained, with no contradictions, exclusions or double-counting.  
The requirements of this credit are: 
- a waste reduction and recycling program addressing ongoing materials during 
the whole performance of the business, 
- reusing, recycling or composting 50% by weight/volume of the ongoing con-
sumables waste stream, 
- the maintenance of a battery recycling program (MR Prerequisite 2), targeting to 
divert at least 80% of discarded batteries from the trash, the performance of 
which must be verified at least once a year.  
If a project manages to reuse, recycle or compost 95% of the ongoing consumables 
waste stream, an exemplary performance credit can be earned.   
MR Credit 8: Solid waste management - Durable goods 
Durable goods of this credit include: office equipment, appliances, external power 
adapters, televisions, other audiovisual equipment, etc. In cases when it is unclear 
whether the materials belong to this credit or MR Credit 7 or MR Credit 2, can be 
counted under any category the project team chooses, provided that consistency is main-
tained, with no contradictions, exclusions or double-counting.  
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Except for the development of a program addressing durable goods, the require-
ments specify that reusing or recycling must be 75% by weight/volume/replacement 
value of the durable goods waste stream, during the performance period. If rate equals 
95%, an exemplary performance point can be earned. 
MR Credit 9: Solid waste management - Facility alterations and additions 
It is mandatory, in order this credit to be achieved, to divert from disposal to landfills 
and incineration facilities at a minimum 70% by volume of waste (base elements) gen-
erated by facility renovations, demolitions, refits and new construction additions. The 
redirection of recyclable recovered resources back to manufacturing process and reusa-
ble materials to appropriate sites is also desirable. 
When referring to base elements, at least, building components and structures (wall 
studs, insulation, doors, windows), panels, attached finishings (drywall, trim, ceiling 
panels), carpet and other flooring material, adhesives, sealants, paints and coatings are 
included. Furniture, fixtures and equipment (F.F.&E.) and mechanical, electrical and 
plumbing components and specialty items, such as elevators are excluded. 
Achieving diversion of 95%, leads to an exemplary performance credit. 
Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) 
IEQ Prerequisite 1: Minimum indoor air quality performance (I.A.Q.) 
This prerequisite covers both projects that are able to meet ASHRAE Standard 62.1–
2007 (U.S. projects) or CEN Standard EN 15251:2007 (projects outside the U.S.) and 
those that are not able to meet these Standards. 
1st case) Projects able to meet the Standards. 
Option 1) U.S. Projects able to meet ASHRAE Standard 62.1–2007. 
Option 2) Projects outside the U.S. able to meet CEN Standard EN 15251:2007. 
These projects may modify/maintain each outside air intake, supply air fan and/or venti-
lation distribution system to supply at a minimum the outdoor air ventilation rate re-
quired by Annex B of CEN Standard EN 1525:2007. 
2nd case) Projects unable to meet the Standards. 
After modifying/maintaining the system so as to supply at a minimum 10 cfm (5l/s) of 
outdoor air per person, under all normal operating conditions, these projects have to 
demonstrate, by using evidence, that the current system, even functioning properly, it 
cannot provide the flow rates required by the Standards. 
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and 
- comply with the requirements mentioned above either in the first or the second 
case, through measurements taken at the system level. Each air-handler must be 
measured. Grouping of air-handlers is prohibited. 
- implement and maintain an HVAC system maintenance program, as HVAC 
components are related to outdoor air introduction and exhaust, 
- test and maintain the operation of all building exhaust systems( incl. bathroom, 
shower, kitchen and parking). 
IEQ Prerequisite 2: Environmental Tobacco Smoke (E.T.S.) control 
The prerequisite is splitted into two project categories: 
Non-residential projects, for which there are two options: 
Option 1) Smoking is prohibited in the building and on-property, within 25 feet (8 m) of 
entries, outdoor air intakes and operable windows, or 
Option 2) requiring the same as the previous one and additionally: 
- the location designated smoking room(s), meeting specifications described at 
LEED 2009 manual for public use and display, in order to effectively contain, 
capture and remove ETS from the building and  
- the conduction of a testing (15-minutes measurements, with a minimum of 1 
measurement/10 seconds), with each space configured for worst-case conditions 
for transport of air from the smoking room to adjacent spaces, aiming to verify 
performance of the smoking room differential air pressures (in the smoking 
room with respect to each adjacent area and in each adjacent vertical chase with 
the doors to the smoking room closed) 
Residential and hospitality projects 
For these types of projects the prerequisite foresees: 
- again the requirements of the abovementioned Option 1, 
- reduction of air leakage between smoking and nonsmoking areas, 
- minimization of uncontrolled pathways for ETS transfer between individual res-
idential units, by implementing sealing penetrations in walls, ceilings and floors 
in the residential units and by sealing adjacent vertical chases adjacent to the 
units and 
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- minimization of leakage form outdoors, by weather-stripping all doors in the 
residential units leading to common hallways. 
Recommended tactics is the construction of negative-pressure smoking rooms and 
in the case of residential buildings, the provision of very tight construction, in order the 
transfer of ETS among dwelling units to be minimized. 
IEQ Prerequisite 3: Green cleaning policy 
The prerequisite requires, during the performance period, the establishment of a green 
cleaning policy, adhering to the LEED 2009 for Existing Buildings: Operations & 
Maintenance policy model, for green cleaning procedures and materials that are within 
the building and site management’s control. Indicative issues that have to be addressed 
include: sustainable products and equipment, chemical handling and storage, hand hy-
giene and staff training and the sustainability criteria described in IEQ Credit 3.3 and 
IEQ Credit 3.4. Additionally, the evaluation of new technologies, procedures and pro-
cesses must be included in order to achieve a continuous improvement. 
IEQ Credit 1.1: Indoor air quality best management practices - Indoor Air Quality man-
agement program 
After surveying and evaluating building systems to identify possible IAQ problems, the 
development and the operation on an ongoing basis of an IAQ management program 
based on the EPA IAQ Building Education and Assessment Model (I-BEAM) are re-
quired. Furthermore, it could be recommended to include in the program a plan for pre-
venting moisture accumulation and mold. 
IEQ Credit 1.2: Indoor air quality best management practices - Outdoor air delivery 
monitoring 
This credit has three groups of requirements, depending on the ventilation system used 
by the project. When the project has: 
Mechanical ventilation systems 
Required is the installation of a device in order to measure/control and monitor (at a 
minimum 80% of the building’s total outdoor air intake flow serving occupied space) 
the minimum outdoor airflow rate within 15% of the design minimum outdoor air rate 
at a system level. Moreover, the control system must alert building operators when out-
door airflow in the building drops more than 15% below the minimum set point. 
Mechanical ventilation systems that predominantly serve densely occupied spaces  
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It must have in place a CO2 sensor comparing CO2 internal concentrations with the cor-
responding outdoor ambient CO2 ones, which moreover must generate a visible alarm to 
the system operator or to building occupants when the CO2 concentration in any zone 
increases more than 15% above the minimum outdoor air rate required.  
or, finally, when the project has: 
Natural ventilation systems 
as in the previous case, required is the installation of CO2 sensors, providing an audi-
ble/visible alarm to the occupants in the space and to the system operator, when CO2 
concentration is more than 530 ppm above outdoor CO2 levels or 1,000 ppm absolute. 
Additionally, ventilation adjustments, like the opening of the windows, that are required 
in the affected space must be identified. 
Exemptions are rooms smaller than 150 ft2 (14 m2) and spaces served by natural 
ventilation, which are less than 5% of total occupied square footage.  
IEQ Credit 1.3: Indoor air quality best management practices – Increased ventilation 
By increasing outdoor air ventilation, IAQ will be improved. As spaces may be either 
mechanically or naturally ventilated, this credit covers both cases. 
Mechanically ventilated spaces 
Outdoor air ventilation rates must be increased by at least 30% above the minimum 
rates required by ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2007, ensuring that the additional ventilation 
rate does not negatively influence building humidity control. 
Naturally ventilated spaces 
The rating system requires compliance with the Carbon Trust “Good Practice Guide 
237” (1998) and with the flow diagram process in Figure 2.8 of the Chartered Institution 
of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) Applications Manual 10: 2005, Natural Venti-
lation in Non-domestic Buildings, in order to ensure that natural ventilation is an effec-
tive strategy for the project. 
IEQ Credit 1.4: Indoor air quality best management practices – Reduce particulates in 
air distribution 
For the purpose of this credit, during the performance period, placement of filters with 
MERV equal or greater than 13 for all outside air intakes and inside air recirculation 
returns, as well as the maintenance and the replacement of them, according to manufac-
turer’s specifications are needed. 
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IEQ Credit 1.5: Indoor air quality best management practices – IAQ management for 
facility alterations and additions 
This credit requires an IAQ management plan for different phases of the building, like: 
- during construction, 
- upon the completion of construction, 
- when the building undergoes a tenant improvement 
and, among the others, the protection of stored on-site or installed absorptive materials 
from moisture damage is mentioned. 
IEQ Credit 2.1: Occupant comfort - Occupant survey 
Occupant comfort survey provides information for the assessment of building occu-
pants’ comfort, through anonymous responses from at least 30% of the total occupants, 
about thermal comfort, acoustics, IAQ, lighting levels, building cleanliness and any oth-
er comfort issues and it should be conducted at least once during the performance peri-
od. For the problems identified by the responses of the occupants, corrective actions 
should be made in order to be addressed.  
IEQ Credit 2.2: Controllability of systems - Lighting 
In multi-occupant spaces, like classrooms or conference areas, this credit is being 
earned, when high level of lighting system control is provided to the individual occu-
pants or groups, so as to suit the needs of tasks and preferences of them.  
IEQ Credit 2.3: Occupant comfort - Thermal comfort monitoring 
The intention of this credit is to meet long term building’s performance and to provide a 
comfortable thermal environment to the occupants. 
Thus, in order this to be achieved, not only implementation of a system for continu-
ous optimization of systems dealing with  air temperature, humidity, air speed and radi-
ant temperature is needed, but also a permanent, systematic and continuous monitoring 
system, whose sampling interval cannot exceed 15 minutes, to ensure ongoing building 
performance to the desired comfort criteria is required. Moreover, the building must 
have established alarms for conditions that require system adjustment or repair, as well 
as procedures providing solutions to problems identified. 
IEQ Credit 2.4: Daylight and views 
Teams that work on the project must achieve the performance thresholds in either the 
daylight or views requirements. 
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Option 1) Daylight.  
This option’s requirements can be met by using one of the four following methods: 
1) Simulation 
2) Prescriptive 
Use a combination of side-lighting and/or top-lighting to achieve a total day lighting 
zone that is at least 50% of all the regularly occupied spaces. 
3) Measurement 
4) Combination 
Any of the above calculation methods may be combined to document the minimum 
daylight illumination in at least 50% of all regularly occupied spaces, providing that the 
different methods that may be used in each space, must be clearly recorded on all build-
ing plans. 
Option 2) Views. 
This option requires the achievement of a direct line of sight to the outdoor environment 
via vision glazing between 30 inches (0.76 m) and 90 inches (2.29 m) above the fin-
ished floor for building occupants in 45% of all regularly occupied areas.  
Details on all the above mentioned methods are given by the LEED 2009 manual for 
public use and display. 
Recommended solutions for the achievement of this credit could be: building orien-
tation, lower partition heights, shallow floor plates, increased building perimeter, exte-
rior and interior permanent shading devices, high-performance glazing, high ceiling re-
flectance values and automatic photocell-based controls.  
IEQ Credit 3.1: Green cleaning - High-performance cleaning program 
During the performance period, it is mandatory to implement a high-performance clean-
ing program, supported by a Green cleaning policy (IEQ Prerequisite 3), addressing the 
following issues: 
- provision of an appropriate staffing plan, 
- training of maintenance personnel in the hazards, use, maintenance, disposal and 
recycling of cleaning chemicals, dispensing equipment and packaging, 
- the usage of chemical concentrates with appropriate dilution systems to mini-
mize chemical use, if it is possible, 
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- the usage of sustainable cleaning materials, products, equipment, janitorial paper 
products and trash bags  
- the usage of sustainable cleaning, hard floor and carpet care products meeting 
criteria of IEQ Credits 3.3 and of cleaning equipment meeting the criteria of IEQ 
Credit 3.4. 
IEQ Credit 3.2: Green cleaning - Custodial effectiveness assessment 
By implementing, managing and auditing cleaning procedures and processes, this credit 
aims to diminish building occupants’ and maintenance personnel’s risk of being ex-
posed to contaminants that negatively affect their health, air quality and the environ-
ment. 
Conduct an audit in accordance with APPA Leadership in Educational Facilities’ (AP-
PA) “Custodial Staffing Guidelines” to determine the appearance level of the facility. 
- The facility must score 3 or less. 
Information in relation to the audit procedures is provided in the LEED Reference 
Guide for Green Building Operations & Maintenance, 2009 Edition. 
Credit 3.3: Green cleaning - Purchase of sustainable cleaning products and materials 
Implement sustainable purchasing for cleaning materials and products, disposable jani-
torial paper products and trash bags, which are used by in-house staff or outsourced ser-
vice providers.  
The one point which corresponds to this credit is awarded if 30% by cost of the total 
annual purchases, during the performance period, of these products meet at least one of 
the sustainability criteria described at LEED 2009 manual for public use and display. 
IEQ Credit 3.4: Green cleaning - Sustainable cleaning equipment 
This credit requires the implementation of a program for the use of low-impact powered 
cleaning equipment that reduces building contaminants. 
The program must include specifications about vacuum cleaners (and their operating 
sound level), carpet extraction equipment, powered floor maintenance equipment (in-
cluding electric and battery-powered floor buffers and burnishers), propane-powered 
floor equipment, automated scrubbing machines and battery-powered equipment. 
Additionally, it is mandatory all powered cleaning equipment, the date of their pur-
chase, all repair and maintenance activities and their manufacturer’s guideline to be ar-
chived. 
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IEQ Credit 3.5: Green cleaning - Indoor chemical and pollutant source control 
The procedure that must be followed for this credit covers the capture as well as the 
disposal of dirt and particulates entering the building. 
In order to prevent contamination of the interior, at all public entry points, perma-
nent entryway systems like grilles, grates, and mats, must be employed. The mainte-
nance of those systems and of the exterior walkways, through cleaning strategies, is also 
needed.  
From the public entryways those that are not in use or serve only as emergency exits 
and private offices are not subjected to comply with the requirements of this credit. Pro-
vide containment drains plumbed for appropriate disposal of hazardous liquid wastes in 
places where water and chemical concentrate mixing occurs for laboratory purposes. 
For the achievement of the credit highly recommended strategies are:  
- avoidance of plants, including trees and shrubs that produce fruit, flowers or 
leaves that are likely to be tracked into the building, 
- preference to low-maintenance vegetation within the landscape design and to 
plants based on an IPM approach to eliminate pesticide applications that could 
be tracked into the building and  
- implementation of a water spigot and electrical outlet for maintenance and 
cleaning 
IEQ Credit 3.6: Green cleaning - Indoor integrated pest management 
As the name of the credit indicates the development, the implementation and the 
maintenance (routine inspection and monitoring) of an indoor IPM plan is required to 
manage indoor pests in a way that protects human health and the surrounding environ-
ment and that improves economic returns through the most effective, least-risk option. 
Additionally, the indoor IPM plan should be integrated with any outdoor IPM plan, if 
needed. IPM targets only specific species, by the use of least-toxic chemical pesticides, 
minimum use of chemicals and cleaning products meeting the requirements set by IEQ 
Credit 3.3. All the elements that must be included in the plan are described in the LEED 
2009 manual for public use and display. 
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Innovation in Operations (IO) 
IO Credit 1: Innovation in operations 
Although LEED 2009 EBOM rating system itself seeks to achieve environmental bene-
fits, this credit provides an extra opportunity to achieve substantial additional ones. 
Credits can be achieved through any combination of the Innovation in operations and 
Exemplary performance paths. 
- Innovation in operations 
For each innovation achieved, through an operation, maintenance or system upgrade 
strategy not mentioned in LEED 2009 EBOM rating system, one point is awarded and 
no more than four points may be earned through this path. 
The intent of the proposed innovation credit, the additional environmental benefits 
delivered, the proposed: (1) requirements for compliance, (2) performance metrics 
demonstrating compliance, as well as the approaches used to meet the requirements and 
(3) requirements met during the performance period should be identified in writing.  
For credits with more than one compliance path, an Innovation in Operations point can 
be earned by satisfying more than one compliance path if their benefits are additive. 
- Exemplary performance 
LEED Reference Guide for Green Building Operations & Maintenance, 2009 Edition 
states that exemplary is the “performance that greatly exceeds the performance level or 
expands the scope required by an existing LEED 2009 EBOM credit. To earn exempla-
ry performance credits, teams must meet the performance level defined by the next step 
in the threshold progression.” One point is awarded to each exemplary performance 
achieved, but no more than three points can be earned by a project. 
IO Credit 2: LEED® Accredited Professional 
During the application and the certification process, this credit requires at a minimum 
one participant of the project to be a LEED Accredited Professional, in order to support 
and encourage the operations, maintenance, upgrade and project team integration re-
quired by LEED. This principal participant can either be hired/engaged within the or-
ganization or he may already be someone of the organization who has successfully 
completed the LEED Professional Accreditation exam. 
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IO Credit 3: Documenting sustainable building cost impacts 
Document overall building operating costs and financial impacts, of all aspects relevant 
to LEED 2009 EBOM on a continuing basis, for the five years preceding the perfor-
mance period or length of building occupancy, whichever is shorter, and track changes 
in overall building operating costs during the performance period. 
- Regional Priority (R.P.) 
RP Credit 1: Regional priority 
This credit provides an incentive for meeting requirements that have been designated as 
particularly significant for a project's specific geographical area, as long as this area is 
in the US. Whilst it consists of six regional priority sub-points, awarding one point each, 
the project can earn only up to four credits. However, it is recommended to pursue all 
six points, in order to ensure the achievement of at least four of them. 
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4. Assessment of the building 
under KENAK 
At this chapter the energy performance of a residential multi-family building construct-
ed in 1993 and located in the area of Kato Toumba (Ioannou Kesarias 8) of Thessaloniki 
city will be assessed based on TEE KENAK 1.29 software, taking into account the 
characteristics of the building and its installed equipment, so as the annual primary en-
ergy consumption for space heating, space cooling and domestic hot water in kWh/m2 
to be determined. 
The assessment procedure will be presented based on the steps that need to be fol-
lowed when using the software for the opaque and transparent building elements, the 
heating and the cooling system and the domestic hot water. All the data required to be 
entered to the software are presented in details at Appendix 3. 
4.1. General building features 
Initially, some general information about the building is needed.  
The building is seven storied with a pilotis and a basement floor. It consists of 14 
residential apartments and 50 building occupants live in it. All building floors are iden-
tical. Picture 4.1 shows the plan of the typical floor. 
 
Picture 4.1: Plan of the building’s typical floor. 
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Due to its location in the area of Kato Toumba (Picture 4.3) the building can be 
characterized as “protected” and due to its location in Thessaloniki (Picture 4.2), ac-
cording to KENAK, it is classified to climatic zone C with the following characteristics. 
Table 4.1: Characteristics of KENAK’s climatic zone C. 
C
LI
M
A
TI
C
 Z
O
N
E 
C
 
Heating period 15/10  -  30/04 
Cooling period 01/06 - 31/08 
Average monthly 
temperature of 
water coming 
from the grid 
Jan Feb Mar 
6,5 7,3 9,4 
Apr May Jun 
13,2 17,6 21,9 
Jul Aug Sep 
24,3 24,6 22,0 
Oct Nov Dec 
17,7 12,7 8,6 
 
 
Picture 4.2: The position of the building in Thessaloniki. (www.maps.google.gr) 
`  
Picture 4.3: The position of the building in the area of Kato Toumba. (www.bing.com) 
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For the building interior is assumed that all the required conditions for thermal, 
acoustical and optical comfort and for indoor air quality are met, providing appropriate 
living environment to the building occupants. 
KENAK sets some specific operating conditions for residential buildings presented 
at Table 4.2 and requires the total useful floor area of the building to be heated and half 
of it to be cooled. Moreover, the year of construction of the building, 1993, indicates 
that its opaque building elements are insulated, as at that time TIR was in use, thus in-
formation on the insulation is taken by the thermal insulation study of the building.  
Table 4.2: Operating conditions of the residential reference building. 
Operating conditions of the residential reference building 
Operating hours 18 
Operating days per week 7 
Operating period (months) 12 
Temperatute (oC) 
heating period 20 
cooling period 26 
Relative humidity (%) 
heating period 40 
cooling period 45 
Occupants per 100 m2 of floor area 5 
Fresh air (m3/h/occupant) 15 
Fresh air (m3/h/m2) 0,75 
Daily consumption of DHW (l/occupant/day) 50 
Annual consumption of DHW (m3/room/year) 27,38 
Thermal power per occupant (W/occupant) 80 
Thermal power per m2 (W/m2) 4 
Power of equipment (W/m2) 4 
Average operating factor 0,75 
 
Due to the fact that, for all the spaces within the building: (1) set-point temperatures 
for heating and for cooling do not differ by more than 4oC and (2) there are not different 
heating/cooling/ventilation systems servicing different areas of the conditioned space, 
the building is not required to be divided into different thermal zones, but it is being 
treated as one thermal zone. The thermal capacity of which is a being estimated equal to 
260 KJ/m2K, based on the type and the construction method used on building (con-
crete/brick walls). 
The exposed perimeter of the building is adjacent to external air and even the build-
ing elements, which are adjacent to the unconditioned space, are assumed to be adjacent 
to external air, while their thermal transmittance recorded at the software is half of the 
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calculated one, multiplied by the reduction factor b=0.5. This assumption is allowed by 
KENAK. 
4.2. Opaque building elements 
Opaque building elements, depending on the direction of heat flow, they have different 
tilt angles: 
-upward heat flow (roofs) → tilt angle: 0o 
-horizontal heat flow (walls) → tilt angle: 90o 
-downward heat flow (floors) → tilt angle: 180o 
The first information needed by the software for the opaque building elements of the 
building is their orientation. 
As shown in the Picture 4.4, taken from Google Earth, the orientation of the facade 
of the building is 346o from North. Thus, in combination with Table 4.3, it can be char-
acterized as North oriented and accordingly, the orientation of the rest building sides 
can be identified. 
Picture 4.4: The orientation of the building facade. 
Table 4.3: Azimuth angle of building elements based on their orientation. 
Orientation N NE E SE S SW W NW 
Azimuth angle (o) 0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 
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Thereafter, taking into account the external dimensions of the elements, the area of 
them is calculated and the total thermal transmittance of each element is entered, based 
on data taken by the thermal insulation study of the building (Table 4.4). 
Table 4.4: U-values of the opaque building elements of the building by the thermal insulation 
study. 
Building element K (kcal/m2hoC) 
U-value 
(W/m2K) 
Concrete wall 0,392 0,456 
Brick wall 0,448 0,521 
Roof 0,375 0,436 
Floor of 1st floor 0,494 0,574 
 
Solar absorptance (a) of these vertical building elements is chosen equal to 0.4 
(plaster, light tint, yellow) and 0.3 (plaster, white) for the elements adjacent to external 
air and for those adjacent to unconditioned spaces, respectively, while emissivity (e) for 
thermal radiation of the external surface equals 0.8 as we have common building mate-
rials. 
For the shading factors of the elements, only in the case of the opaque building ele-
ments, since the building is constructed after 1980, KENAK enables the overall shading 
factors to be assumed equal to 0.9 for heating and 0.9 for cooling, on condition that the 
U-value of them is less than 0.6 W/m2K, which applies in the building under assess-
ment. 
4.3. Transparent building elements 
All the openings of the building are of the same type, with aluminum frame without 
thermal break covering 20% of the total opening area and double glazing with a 12mm 
air gap. 
Information about the U-values and the solar heat gain coefficients are automatically 
filled out by the software, when we enter the type of the opening. 
As for the shading factors, in this case of transparent building elements, no assump-
tion can be made as in the case of opaque building elements. The factors for shading 
from the horizon, from overhangs (during the heating period)/tents (during the cooling 
period) and from fins are calculated analytically, according to the procedure described 
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by KENAK and by making use of tables that it provides. Pictures 4.5 and 4.6 that fol-
low schematically show the needed procedure. 
 
(a) (b)  
Picture 4.5: Calculation of the shading factor (a) from the horizon and (b) from overhangs. 
 
(a) (b)  
Picture 4.6: Calculation of the shading factor (a) from tent and (b) from fins. 
4.4. Heating system 
The heating system: 
- must heat the whole thermal zone, the total useful floor area, 
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- operates from 15/10 to 30/04, based on the building use and the climatic 
zone that it belongs to and 
- is divided into three sub-systems (1) the production system, (2) the distribu-
tion system and (3) the emission system. 
4.4.1. Heating production system 
Each building’s apartment has a common natural gas-fired boiler of 24 kW, as extracted 
by their maintenance sheets, so the total thermal power of the building is (24*14) 336 
kW with an efficiency of 0.89, as the autonomous boilers cannot be oversized and they 
have insulation in good condition.  
4.4.2. Heating distribution system 
By taking into account the thermal power transferred through the distribution pipe net-
work (equal to the thermal power of the production system), the fact that the network 
mainly routes through internal spaces and the insulation, the efficiency of the distribu-
tion system equals 0.95. 
4.4.3. Heating emission system 
Heat is emitted by panel radiators, continuously operating, with supply-return tempera-
ture around 70 to 50oC and which are attached to the external walls of the apartments, 
whose height is 2.90 m. Using these data in combination with tables provided by KE-
NAK, the efficiency of the heating emission system equals 0.93. 
4.5. Cooling system 
The cooling system: 
- must cool half of the thermal zone, 50% of the total floor area 
- operates from 01/06 to 31/08 and 
- it is divided into two sub-systems (1) the production system and (2) the 
emission system, as there is no distribution system, given that the emission 
of cold air takes place directly by the production system, since it is an air 
cooled heat pump.  
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4.5.1. Cooling production system 
Each building’s apartment has two different types of air cooled heat pumps, which use 
electricity. The first one has a cooling capacity of 5.1 kW and an EER of 2.45, whilst 
the second has a cooling capacity of 2.49 kW and an EER of 3.21. Thus, for the first 
heat pump, the fourteen apartments have total cooling capacity 71.4 kW with an EER of 
2.45, while for the second heat pump, they have total cooling capacity 34.86 kW with 
an EER of 3.21. 
4.5.2. Cooling emission system 
The cold air is emitted by indoor units, operating intermittently, the efficiency of which 
is 0.959. 
4.6. Domestic hot water 
Domestic hot water for this type of building, which is residential, is needed the whole 
year, from 01/01 to 31/12 and the software needs information about: (1) the production 
system and (2) the distribution system. 
4.6.1. DHW production system 
For DHW production the whole calculation procedure is the same with the heating pro-
duction system, as DHW is produced by the same common natural gas boilers (336 Kw 
and efficiency 0.89). 
4.6.2. DHW distribution system 
To begin with, each building occupant needs 50l of DHW per day, thus since there are 
50 occupants in the building, the total daily DHW load needed is 2.500 l/day. Moreover, 
the system has no recirculation and it is insufficiently insulated. Using these data in 
combination with table 4.16 of KENAK, we get that the losses of the DHW distribution 
system are 0.15, thus the efficiency is 0.85. 
4.7. Energy ranking 
After running the data of the building with TEE KENAK 1.29 software, building’s total 
primary energy consumption is 110.40 Kw/m2year and it is classified at energy class C, 
as shown at Table 4.5. The ranking of the building results from the division of the total 
primary energy consumed by the building under assessment to the total primary energy 
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consumed by the reference building, i.e. T =110.40/106.40 =1.037. Thus, since         
1.00 < T ≤ 1.41 the energy class is C, that is the ranking of our building. 
Table 4.5: Primary energy consumption of the major energy using systems of the building. 
Primary energy consumption 
[kWh/m2] 
Reference 
building 
Building under 
assessment 
Heating 55,00 58,70 
Cooling 19,40 13,30 
Domestic Hot Water 32,10 38,30 
Total 106,40 110,40 
Ranking (Energy Class)   C 
 
Table 4.6 shows the fuel consumption and the CO2 emissions per fuel type and total-
ly in kWh/m2 and kg/m², respectively, information provided by TEE KENAK 1.29. 
Two types of fuels are consumed: natural gas and electricity. From this table we can re-
alize that, although, the consumption of natural gas is 20 times higher than electricity, 
CO2 emissions are only 4 times higher. 
Table 4.6: Fuel consumption and  CO2 emissions per fuel type used by the building. 
Energy  
source  
Fuel  
Consumption  
(kWh/m2)  
CO2  
Emissions  
(kg/m²)  
Electricity   4,60   4,50  
Natural  gas   92,40   18,10  
Total   97,00   22,70  
 
Additional information provided by the software are presented at Table 4.7, con-
cerning the final-actual energy consumption per use (heating, cooling, DHW) per month 
and annually. 
Table 4.7: Building’s monthly and annual final energy consumption. 
Final energy consumption (kWh/m2) 
  Ja
n 
Fe
b 
M
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Ju
n 
Ju
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N
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D
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A
nn
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Heating 16,1 11,6 7,0 1,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,2 6,2 13,7 55,9 
Cooling 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,2 1,8 1,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 4,6 
DHW 4,0 3,6 3,7 3,2 2,9 2,4 2,2 2,1 2,3 2,9 3,3 3,8 36,5 
Total 20,2 15,2 10,8 4,3 2,9 3,5 4,0 3,7 2,3 3,1 9,5 17,5 97,0 
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5. Adaption of the building to 
meet LEED 2009 EBOM 
Combining all credit information of Chapter 3 and data of Chapter 4, in this Chapter the 
building is evaluated from the perspective of LEED 2009 EBOM credits, whilst pro-
posals for alterations and additions are made in order to be certified under this rating 
system. 
Before proceeding to the evaluation, it should be stated that the nature of the build-
ing, multi-tenant/multifamily residential building, is particularly challenging, since the 
certification requires the commitment and the participation of tenants, usually with 
wildly diverging needs, interests and abilities to meet the credits requirements. This pe-
culiarity of the building primarily occurs to Materials and Resources and Indoor Air 
Quality credits, offering aggregated up to twelve points to the project. 
Sustainable Sites (SS)  
SS Credit 1: LEED certified design and construction  
This credit is not achieved, and it cannot be achieved, as the building has not been pre-
viously certified under any LEED rating system. 
SS Credit 2: Building exterior and hardscape management plan 
Existing building condition 
From the operational elements on the building and the grounds, maintenance equipment 
and snow/ice removal are already addressed, while the issues concerning cleaning of 
sidewalks/pavements and other hardscape, cleaning of building exterior and 
paints/sealants used on it, pending to be addressed. 
- Maintenance equipment 
Once the year, the system of burner - oil boiler - chimney is maintained, by an appropri-
ately licensed team, in accordance with the MD 189533/11. Moreover, another licensed 
team maintains the elevator nine times a year, as needed for residential buildings of four 
or more floors. The maintenance equipment used minimizes both noise and emissions. 
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- Snow and ice removal 
Table 5.1: Average monthly temperatures of Thessaloniki (oC)  
                 (Source: http://www.helapco.gr/ims/file/installers/totee-klimatika.pdf) 
Average monthly temperature of Thessaloniki (oC) 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
5,3 6,8 9,8 14,3 19,7 24,5 26,8 26,2 21,9 16,3 11,1 6,9 
 
As shown by the Table 5.1, temperatures prevailing at the area where the building is 
located, in combination with the fact that the area is densely populated and the road in 
front of the building is used by many cars on a daily basis, indicate that there is no need 
for plan in order to remove snow or ice. 
Future building condition 
In an attempt, through the building exterior and hardscape management plan, to address 
cleaning of building exterior, paints/sealants used on it and cleaning of side-
walks/pavements and other hardscape: 
- Cleaning of building exterior and of sidewalks/pavements and other hardscape 
The plan must make clear that only green cleaning maintenance practices and materials 
are required to be used, during the maintenance and the operation of the building. In the 
case where chemical products are needed, the least harsh must be chosen.  
- Paints and sealants used on building exterior. 
During the maintenance of the building, application of low Volatile Organic Com-
pounds (V.O.C.) paints and sealants is recommended. 
VOCs are compounds that have high vapor pressure at normal conditions, thereby 
evaporated quickly and pass into the atmosphere, increasing the overall concentration in 
ambient air, which contributes to the local formation of photochemical oxidants in the 
boundary layer of the troposphere. 
In Greece, from 01.01.2010, in accordance with the requirements of EU Directive 
2004/42/CE, the content of VOCs in coatings for exterior walls of mineral substrate, 
exterior trim and cladding paints for wood, metal or plastic, exterior trim varnishes and 
wood stains, minimal build wood stains, (binding) primers, one-pack and two-pack per-
formance coatings, multicolored and decorative effect coatings have been reduced con-
siderably. 
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So, the use of low VOC paints and sealants on building exterior is not difficult to be 
achieved, since they can be easily found in the Greek market. 
SS Credit 3: Integrated pest management, erosion control, and landscape management 
plan 
Existing building condition 
- Outdoor and indoor pest management 
At the building concerning outdoor and indoor pest management, insecticide, including 
Deltamethrin (2.5%) and rodenticide, including Bromadiolone (0.005%) is applied 
when needed, in targeted locations and for targeted species. 
Table 5.2 shows how the component of the insecticide and of the rodenticide is clas-
sified in accordance with Directive 67/548/EC for classification, packaging and labeling 
of dangerous substances and Regulation No 1272/2008/EC on classification, labeling 
and packaging of substances and mixtures, amending and repealing Directive 
67/548/EC. 
Table 5.2:  Classification of the component according to Directive 67/548/EC  and  Regulation 
No 1272/2008/EC (Source: http://www.farmachem.gr) 
Deltamethrin 2.5% 
  
Bromadiolone 0.005% 
Classification according to Classification according to 
67 / 548 / EC 
1272 / 2008 / EC 
67 / 548 / EC 
1272 / 2008 / EC Hazard 
symbols 
Risk 
phrases  
Hazard 
symbols 
Risk 
phrases 
T R 23/25 Acute Tox. 3 H331  T+ 
R 
26/27/28 
Acute Tox. 2 
H330 
N R 50/53 Acute Tox. 3 H301  N R 51/53 
Acute Tox. 1 
H310 
  
Aquatic Acute 1 
H400    
Acute Tox. 2 
H300 
  
Aquatic Chronic 1 
H410    
Aquatic Chronic 2 
H411 
 
Hazard symbols 
T: Toxic 
T+: Very toxic  
N: Dangerous for the environment 
Risk phrases 
R 23: Toxic by inhalation 
R 25: Toxic if swallowed 
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R 26: Very toxic by inhalation 
R 27: Very toxic in contact with skin 
R 28: Very toxic if swallowed 
R 50: Very toxic to aquatic organisms 
R 51: Toxic to aquatic organisms 
R 53: May cause long-term adverse effects in the aquatic environment 
Health hazards 
H300: Fatal if swallowed 
H301: Toxic if swallowed 
H310: Fatal in contact with skin 
H330: Fatal if inhaled 
H331: Toxic if inhaled 
Environmental hazards 
H400: Very toxic to aquatic organisms 
H410: Very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects 
H411: Toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects 
- Erosion and sedimentation control 
At the time of evaluating the building under LEED 2009 EBOM, as there are no ongo-
ing landscape operations and no planned future construction activities, an erosion and 
sedimentation plan is not required. 
- Chemical fertilizer use 
At the courtyard garden behind the building, there are planted trees, like firs, cypresses 
and olive trees, native plants that do not require chemical fertilizers as a set schedule, 
but on as-needed basis, in the form of targeted spaying. 
Future building condition 
There are two facts indicating that there is no need for integrated pest management.  
The first and the most important is that according to EPA’s site “sighting a single pest 
does not always mean control is needed. The level at which pests will either become an 
economic threat is critical to guide future pest control decisions.” Moreover, “not all 
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insects, weeds, and other living organisms require control. Many organisms are innocu-
ous, and some are even beneficial” [4] and 
Furthermore, the building, which is under evaluation, is located close to the city 
center of Thessaloniki, at a densely populated area, meaning that it is not under threat 
from animals that could pose a risk. Moreover, although there is a croft behind the 
building, there are planted trees, like firs, cypresses and olive trees, plants that do not 
require chemical fertilizers as a set schedule, but on need, in the form of targeted spay-
ing.  
SS Credit 4: Alternative commuting transportation 
Existing building condition 
The baseline case of this credit assumes that all occupants drive alone in a conventional-
ly powered/fueled vehicle to and from the building each day of the week. 
Following this scenario and based on the data provided by Table 5.3 conventional 
commuting trips for the baseline case are 50, equal to the number of building occupants. 
Table 5.3: Conventional commuting trips and total vehicles used by building occupants. 
Floor 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Total 
vehicles 
used 
Occupants 
per 
vehicle 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 4 2 5 1 1 2 3 14 
puclic 
transit 1 - - - 2 2 - 3 3 1 1 - 2 - 
Total 
occupants 
Occupants         
per apartment 3 3 3 3 4 4 2 7 5 6 2 1 4 3 50 
 
However, not all occupants commute alone with conventional vehicles, as the great-
er proportion of them (70%) they ride-share/carpool and specifically “fam-pool”, as 
they are family members with similar commuting needs. 
The building is located close to the city center of Thessaloniki and, as shown at Pic-
tures 5.1 and 5.2, public transit is easily accessible for building occupants, so the rest of 
them (30%), mainly the younger ones, commute by using the public transit. 
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Picture 5.1: Bus stations of routes 10 and 11, which are just 260m and 270m away from the 
building’s main entrance, respectively. Both lines end at the railway station of the city, having 
made stops at various landmarks during their route. Moreover, having different starting points, 
they serve and other destinations outside the center.  
     
Picture 5.2: Bus stations of routes 12 and 30, which are just 450m and 150m away from the 
building’s main entrance, respectively. Bus line 12 ends at the interurban bus station of the city, 
having made stops at various landmarks during its route. While bus line 30connects the area in 
which the building is located with other neighboring to it.  
Taking the building occupants’ commuting habits into consideration, the actual con-
ventional commuting trips are 14, equal to the total number of vehicles used, showed at 
Table 5.3. 
In order to calculate the percentage reduction in conventional commuting trips, and 
thereby the points earned by this credit, we should compare the actual ones with the 
baseline case. So, the reduction observed is from 50 to 14 conventional commuting 
trips, that is a 72% reduction and the points achieved are 14, corresponding to 68.5% 
reduction, based on the table presented at LEED 2009 manual for public use and dis-
play.  
Future building condition 
As demonstrated earlier, where the actual commuting trips of building occupants were 
described, a 72% reduction with regard to the baseline scenario is already achieved. No 
further reduction can be made, as: 
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- in the cases where more than one occupant uses the same car, people on board 
are families (“fam-pooling”), including little kids and 
- in the cases of single occupant vehicles, which are three: 
o two of the drivers, work far away from the building, as external vendors, 
meaning that they cover long distances, without having fixed destination 
and  
o one of them is a man with a disability 
so it is not easy to find for them alternative commuting transportation. 
Finally, the building keeps achieving 14 points. 
SS Credit 5: Site development - Protect or restore open habitat  
Current building condition 
The total area of the site is 577.43 m2, while the building covers 274.49 m2 of it (build-
ing footprint). As Picture 5.3 shows that already a quite large part of the site is covered 
by native plants, as mentioned at SS Credit 3. 
In particular, the planted area is ((2.10*2.07)+(((4.31+3.70)*24.34)/2)) 101.83 m2. 
The coverage ratio, excluding the building footprint is (101.83/302.94) 33.61%, where-
as when the building footprint is included, it is (101.83/577.43) 17.64%.  
 
Picture 5.3: Site plan, indicating in green the areas which are covered by native plants. 
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Therefore, since the credit requires, at least, the greater between the: 
- 25% of the total site area (excluding the building footprint) and 
- 5% of the total site area (including the building footprint), 
the credit is satisfied. 
Future building condition 
No further improvements need to be done in order this credit to be achieved, as it has 
been already met. 
SS Credit 6: Stormwater quantity control 
Existing building condition 
Table 5.4 presents the average annual rainfall for the area of Thessaloniki-Mikra, based 
on available data for the time interval from 1959 to 1997, according to the Hellenic Na-
tional Meteorological Service (E.M.Y.). 
Table 5.4: Average monthly rainfall for Thessaloniki-Mikra (1959-1997). 
(http://www.hnms.gr/hnms/greek/climatology/climatology_region_diagrams_html?dr_city=The
ssaloniki_Mikra) 
Average monthly rainfall of Thessaloniki- Mikra (mm) 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
36,80 38,00 40,60 37,50 44,40 29,60 23,90 20,40 27,40 40,80 54,40 54,90 
 
Although the site was not designed bearing in mind stormwater mitigation, it has the 
benefit of an extensive vegetated area relative to the total site area. As shown at the pre-
vious credit (SS Credit 5), 17.64% of the site area is covered by native plants.   
In order to achieve this credit, even though it is important to have a professional cal-
culate the needed amount of vegetated area, www.LEEDuser.com, a site providing help 
to LEED users through tips, checklists, sample documentation, forums, etc., suggests 
that a hardscape area-to-vegetated area ratio of as much as 5:1 could be suitable. In the 
case of our building, this ratio is !"#$%&"'(  !"#!!"#"$%$"&  !"#! = (!"".!"!!"!.!")!"!.!" = !"#.!"!"!.!" = 4.7, i.e. 4.7:1 
This ratio can be considered as a favorable one, indicating the site can naturally mit-
igate enough stormwater runoff, eliminating the need for major alterations. 
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Future building conditions 
Based on the assumption described earlier, the project is close enough to achieve this 
credit.  
A proposed modification could be the tapping of the pipe collecting stormwater at 
its end and the placement of a faucet. When the courtyard needs watering, the gardener 
or the occupants will use a long hose, tap onto the faucet and use the collected water for 
irrigation purposes. 
However, we propose the installation of a vegetated roof, as shown at Picture 5.4, 
covering 125 m2, 53.5% of the roof area (233.59), because this modification will make 
easier the achievement of other credits, as well. Moreover, green roofs apart from re-
ducing stormwater runoff, they also reduce heating and cooling costs and urban air pol-
lution coming from fine particulates.  
 
Picture 5.4: Site plan, indicating in the white shaded  area, where green roof is placed. 
Costs for green roofs are estimated to range between €115.00 and €155.00 per m2, 
including all steps of green roof development, from the waterproofing membrane to soil 
substrate creation to planting, for all types of projects (high density residential, com-
mercial, industrial etc.). The price of the is quite high, due to the fact that this is rela-
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tively new technology in Greece, much information is still lacking about the full range 
of 'traditional' and 'public' costs, as well as the long-term benefits of green roofs. 
Thus by choosing the installation of an average green roof, costing €135.00/m2 for 
125 m2, the total cost rises to €16.875. 
SS Credit 7.1: Heat island reduction – Nonroof 
Existing building condition 
The building constructor had designed and constructed 12 on-site parking spaces, all of 
which are located under the building (“under cover”), at the pilotis of the building. Sub-
sequently, no documentation of the SRI of the surfaces or cleaning practices, maintain-
ing the good reflectance of them is required. Therefore, the building already has one of 
the credit required strategies in place before the performance period, through the second 
option, whilst achieving an exemplary performance credit, as 100% of its parking spac-
es are under cover. 
Future building condition 
No further improvements need to be done in order this credit to be achieved, as it has 
been already met at the current building condition of the building, while an exemplary 
performance credit is earned as well. 
SS Credit 7.2: Heat island reduction – Roof 
Existing building condition 
The entire building roof area is cover by membranes of asphalt. Dark bituminous mem-
branes, frequently used in Greece for insulation, are not a good choice, due to the ex-
tremely high absorption (> 90%) of the incident solar energy, resulting in temperatures 
up to 45oC higher than those of the environment. 
The solar reflectance (R) of the roof coating is 0.10, while its thermal emittance (E) 
is 0.80, thus in accordance with ASTM E1980, the SRI is 1. This value is much lower 
than the minimum value for SRI set by the credit for low-sloped roofs (SRI≥78). 
Thus, with the existing roof coating, the building cannot meet the credit.  
Future building condition 
The credit has already been met, through the second option, requiring at least 50% of 
the roof area to be covered by a vegetated roof, as for the purposes of SS Credit 6 a 
green-vegetated roof covering 53.5% of the total roof area has been chosen. 
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SS Credit 8: Light pollution reduction 
Existing building condition 
Concerning interior lighting, there is no automation in the building, in order to turn off 
the non-emergency built-in luminaries having a direct line of sight to openings. For ex-
terior lighting, each building floor has at the North-oriented facade 6 lighting fixtures 
and at the South-oriented facade 4 lighting fixtures, all of which are of more than 50 
watts and placed at the overhangs of the balconies, with no direct line of sight to the 
night sky. Additionally, they are shield by tents placed at the end of each overhang. 
Thus, the building does not meet the requirements of this credit. 
Future building condition 
Achieving this credit does not require additional measures for the exterior lighting. 
However, for the interior lighting, lighting control system for all the non-emergency 
built-in luminaries should be installed, aiming to turn them off during all after-hours. 
After-hours during a time interval of a year must be 2.190 hours or more, meaning 50% 
of the year nighttime hours. Since the project is a residential multi-family building, 
where 14 families with different needs for lighting live in, the capability for manual 
override must be provided for occasional after hour use, according to each family’s 
needs. 
Prices for the installation of such a lighting control system, including  labor expens-
es and cost of supplies that may be required (connectors, fittings, junction boxes and 
fasteners), ranges from 9.000€ to 14.000€. Choosing an average-cost BAS lighting con-
trol system of 11.500€, the credit requirements for interior lighting can be met and 
therefore the credit can be achieved, rewarding the building with one point. 
Water Efficiency (WE) 
WE Prerequisite 1: Minimum indoor plumbing fixture and fitting efficiency 
WE Credit 1: Water performance measurement 
Existing building condition 
The building, consisting of fourteen apartments, has in place fourteen permanently in-
stalled conventional water meters (Φ13mm -1/2"-) owned by the water utility, metering 
the potable water use of each apartment separately. So, the requirement of the credit of 
at least measurement of the total potable water use of the entire building, is not met. 
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Moreover, while there is a sub-system in place, which meters the potable water con-
sumed for the irrigation of the landscape vegetation, it is excluded from the calculation 
entirely, as the plants are native and they require no habitual irrigation by a permanent 
irrigation system. 
Future building condition 
The credit requires, at a minimum, the installation of a permanent water meter, measur-
ing the total potable water use consumed for the entire building. Therefore, a water me-
ter of a greater diameter (Φ20mm -3/4"-) than the current one needs to be placed in an 
accessible place, enabling easy collection of water use data on weekly interval, which 
then must be compiled into monthly and annual summaries.  
The water meter chosen is made of brass and it costs €40.00/piece, including V.A.T. 
Again, this water meter is owned by the water utility, hence monitoring, maintenance 
and any other possible interference needed is the utility's exclusive jurisdiction.  
 
Picture 5.5: Hydrometer. 
WE Credit 2: Additional indoor plumbing fixture and fitting efficiency 
WE Credit 3: Water efficient landscaping 
WE Credit 4: Cooling tower water management 
The building under evaluation has no cooling tower, therefore this credit is not and can-
not be pursued. 
Energy and Atmosphere (EA) 
EA Prerequisite 1: Energy efficiency best management practices - Planning, documenta-
tion and opportunity assessment 
This prerequisite requires the documentation of the (1) building operation plan, (2) sys-
tem narrative, (3) sequence of operations and (4) preventive maintenance plan. Moreo-
ver, it requires the conduction of an energy audit of the building.  
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A brief narrative of the building energy systems and the energy audit of them are 
presented at Chapter 4. 
EA Prerequisite 2: Minimum energy efficiency performance 
The multi-family building is not eligible for ENERGY STAR rating and since it is lo-
cated outside the U.S., therefore the first option is going to be followed. 
Based on the findings of a survey on energy consumption for households conducted 
by the Hellenic Statistical Authority (EL.STAT.) in collaboration with the Centre for 
Renewable Energy Sources and Energy Consumption (CRES), every Greek household 
with an average floor area of 84.8 m2 consumes annually on average 13.994 kWh, in 
order to cover its energy needs. 
The building under assessment, as demonstrated at Table 3.7 has an annual final en-
ergy consumption of 97 kWh/m2, thus 84.8 m2 of the building consume 8.226 kWh. 
Therefore, it consumes much fewer energy than the average building of the survey. 
Taking into consideration now the statistics of the site www.buildingcert.gr of YPEKA 
the allocation of the EPCs issued, according to the energy classes are presented at Pic-
ture 5.6. Assuming that our building is the mean of those of energy class C, is better 
than 87.7% of similar buildings certified under KENAK.    
  
Picture 5.6: The position of the building among those of similar type certified under KENAK. 
EA Prerequisite 3: Fundamental refrigerant management 
Current building condition 
With regard to international evolution of refrigerants, in 1987, an International envi-
ronmental agreement signed by 24 countries and the European Union, the “Montreal 
protocol on substances that deplete the ozone layer” highlighted the contribution of 
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chlorine in CFCs to the depletion of the ozone layer and established requirements, be-
ginning the phase out of ozone-depleting CFCs, halons and other Ozone Depleting Sub-
stances (O.D.S.). Later on, in 1992 Montreal protocol was amended, establishing this 
time requirements for the phase out of HCFCs. With a closer look in Greece, in 1995 
CFC-based refrigerants were banned and later, as part of the Montreal Protocol, effec-
tive on 01/10/2010, HCFC were banned as well.  
As for the building under assessment, as it was previously mentioned, its construc-
tion began in 1993, so the purchases of equipment by the building occupants took place 
around 1995, when they finally settled on this. Both types of heat pumps used during 
the cooling period, are relatively new and though the amount of refrigerant, 0.780 kg 
and 0.670kg, is greater than 0.5 pounds (0.227 kg) and they cannot be exempt by the 
requirements of the prerequisite, the refrigerant used is R410A. 
R22 or HCFC-22 (Freon), although it had helped the transition away from CFCs, as 
being less damaging to the ozone layer than CFCs, it still contains ozone-destroying 
chlorine. After the amendment of Montreal protocol in 1992 the need of a new genera-
tion of refrigerants arise to facilitate the transition away from HCFCs. R410A, although 
contributing to global warming as R22 does, it was developed as an alternative to R22, 
it contains no chlorine, therefore it is an ozone-friendly refrigerant, as it does not dam-
age the ozone layer of the atmosphere. 
Therefore, as the heat pumps of the building contain no CFC refrigerants, the build-
ing satisfies this prerequisite. 
Future building condition 
No changes need to be done, as the prerequisite is satisfied by the current situation of 
the building. 
EA Credit 1: Optimize energy efficiency performance 
This credit requiring to demonstrate that the energy efficiency performance of our 
building is better than 71% of similar buildings, is already been achieved through the 
documentation needed for EA Prerequisite 2. There, it was demonstrated that the build-
ing is better than 87.7% of similar buildings certified under KENAK. Thus, 14 points 
can be earned. 
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EA Credit 2.1: Existing building commissioning - Investigation and analysis 
The assessment of the building at Chapter 4 showed (Table 4.5) that the major energy 
using system of the building is the natural-gas fired boiler, proving energy both for heat-
ing and for the DHW, needed by the building occupants.  
The comparison of building with the reference building, also presented at the same 
Table, having the same position, orientation, characteristics of building elements and 
electromechanical installations, but all these adapted to meet the minimum energy effi-
ciency requirements, identifies that there may be operational changes that can be made, 
in order the efficiency of the building to be improved. 
The first change (1st scenario) that could be implemented is the installation of solar 
collectors at the roof of the building, in order to reduce the consumption of natural gas 
and therefore the CO2 emission, by making use of the solar radiation for the DHW. 
Thus, the first proposal is: north-oriented solar collectors of a total useful area of 30 m2 
and cost estimated equal to €400.00 per m2. 
A 2nd scenario could be the replacement of the existing transparent elements (open-
ings) with ones again double glazing, but having thermal breaks at the frame and low 
emissivity, with a cost of 250€/m2. This would result in lower loads needed for heating 
and for cooling.  
Finally, the 3rd scenario includes the implementation of both first and second scenar-
ios. 
Appendices 4, 5 and 6 presents the outcomes of TEE KENAK 1.29 software for 
each scenario respectively, while Table 5.5 presents each scenario’s initial capital cost 
required, energy savings as well as the period of time required for the return on an in-
vestment to repay the sum of the original investment (SPP). All data used have 
emerged, again, from application of TEE KENAK 1.29 software. 
Table 5.5: Each scenario’s initial capital cost required, energy savings achieved and SPP. 
  Existing building 
1st 
Scenario  
2nd 
Scenario 
3rd 
Scenario 
Operating cost (€) 10.309,0 8.918,3 9.047,8 7.657,3 
Initial investment cost (€)   12.000,0 70.840,0 82.840,0 
Savings of primary energy (kWh/m2)   14,1 13,1 27,1 
Savings of primary energy (%)   12,8 11,8 24,6 
Simple Payback period-SPP(years)   8,6 56,2 31,2 
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Among the scenarios presented above, preferable one is the first, regarding both its 
installation cost, its SPP and the corresponding energy savings. Moreover, the installa-
tion of the solar collector will help the building achieving EA Credit 4, as well. 
However, the third scenario should be chosen as the credit requires the savings in all 
major energy using systems. 
EA Credit 2.2: Existing building commissioning – Implementation 
This credit follows directly EA Credit 2.1, as it requires the implementation of the oper-
ational improvements (3rd scenario) identified at the previous credit. 
EA Credit 2.3: Existing building commissioning - Ongoing commissioning 
The ongoing commissioning of this credit requires steps similar to those of Credits EA 
Credit 2.1, Option 1 and EA Credit 2.2. The difference here is that those activities are 
repeated over continuous and ongoing two-year cycles. 
At this dissertation this credit cannot be pursued as progress needed for this credit 
can be documented only by work completed in the time interval of 2 years before the 
application for LEED 2009 EBOM. 
EA Credit 3.1: Performance measurement - Building automation system 
Existing building condition 
The existing building has no BAS monitoring and controlling neither HVAC, nor light-
ing system, thus it cannot pursue to earn this credit. 
Future building condition 
As part of the LEED process, a lighting control system was proposed to meet the re-
quirements of SS Credit 8. This BAS, moreover, meets the minimum functions for 
lighting BAS required by this credit. 
But, although the level of automation at the building has been expanded, the credit 
still cannot be met as it requires and the existence of a BAS for HVAC systems, at a 
minimum: (1) monitoring sensors and controlled devices condition, (2) turning equip-
ment off, when it is not in use, (3) setting setpoints and setbacks and (4) changing the 
operating status of equipment. 
EA Credit 3.2: Performance measurement - System-level metering 
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EA Credit 4: On-site and off-site renewable energy 
Existing building condition 
At the time of assessment, neither on-site nor off-site renewable energy systems partici-
pate in the total energy use of the building. 
Future building condition 
After installing solar collectors (EE Credit 2.2) making use of the solar radiation for 
DHW, the building now has in place an on-site renewable energy system whose associ-
ated environmental attributes are not sold but, they are retained at the building, as need-
ed for certification under LEED 2009 EBOM. 
The rate at which the solar collector contributes to the total energy use of the build-
ing can be calculated by the data taken from TEE KENAK 1.29 software and which are 
presented at Table 5.6. 
Table 5.6: The contribution of solar collectors to the total energy use of the building. 
Final energy consumption per year 
(kWh/m2) 
Heating 44,00 
Cooling 4,40 
DHW 23,00 
Solar energy (DHW) 11,90 
Total 71,50 
 
The actual solar energy consumption, presented at Table 5.6, is included in the final 
energy consumption for DHW. Thus, the solar collector consumes 11.9 kWh/m2, con-
tributing (11.9/71.5) 16.6% to the total energy use of the building. Thus the project 
meets the credit, requiring by an on-site renewable energy system at least 3% contribu-
tion to the total energy use, and thereby it can earn 6 points, as well as an exemplary 
performance credit, as the contribution of the on-sit renewable energy system, is more 
than 12%. 
EA Credit 5: Enhanced refrigerant management 
EA Prerequisite 3 required no use of CFC-based refrigerants, in order to prevent strato-
spheric ozone depletion. At that stage, it was shown that both types of building’s heat 
pumps use R-410A refrigerant, which is a non-CFC-based one. Additionally, US EPA 
includes it in the list with the acceptable substitutes for HCFCs in household and light 
commercial air conditioning systems. 
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This credit, going a step further than that, with option 1, promoting the elimination 
of all refrigerants in base building system and option 2 promoting the use of refrigerants 
that have the lowest global warming potential. 
Following option 2, has to be demonstrated that the refrigerant used is with low 
ozone depletion and global warming potential. Thus, as there are two types of equip-
ment, compliance with the following formula, giving a weighted average of the total 
refrigerant impact per ton, must be proven: !  [!"#$%  !  (!"#$%  !  !"",!!!)]  !  !"#$%!"#"$%   ≤ 100   , where:  
- LCODP = [ODPr * (Lr * Life +Mr) * Rc] / Life  
- LCGWP = [GWPr * (Lr * Life +Mr) * Rc] / Life  
- LCODP: LifeCycle Ozone Depletion Potential (lbCFC11/Ton-Year)  
- LCGWP: Lifecycle Direct Global Warming Potential (lbCO2/Ton-Year)  
- GWPr: Global Warming Potential of refrigerant (0 to 12,000 lbCO2/lbr)  
- ODPr: Ozone Depletion Potential of refrigerant (0 to 0.2 lbCFC11/lbr)  
- Lr: Refrigerant Leakage Rate (0.5% to 2.0%, default of 2%, unless otherwise 
demonstrated)  
- Mr: End-of-life Refrigerant Loss (2% to 10%, default of 10%, unless otherwise 
demonstrated)  
- Rc: Refrigerant Charge (0.5 to 5.0 lbs of refrigerant per ton of cooling capacity)  
- Life: Equipment Life (10 years, default based on equipment type, unless other-
wise demonstrated)  
- Qunit = Cooling capacity of an individual HVAC or refrigeration unit 
- Qtotal = Total cooling capacity of all HVAC or refrigeration 
The values of GWP and ODP, embedded into LEED, when completing the template, 
for R-410A are 1.890 and 0, respectively. As for equipment life, based on equipment 
type, a typical service life for a common Split AC or Heat Pump has been chosen, equal 
to 15 years. 
Moreover, as mentioned earlier: 
- 1st type of heat pump: each one contains 0.670 kg (1.48 lbs) of refrigerant and 
has a cooling capacity of 2.49 kW (2.49*14=34.86 kW, totally), while for the 
- 2nd type of heat pump: each one contains 0.780 kg (1.72 lbs) of refrigerant and 
has a cooling capacity of 5.1 kW (5.1*14=71.4 kW, totally). 
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Thus, finally, the total refrigerant impact per ton equals 82.72<100, therefore the 
credit is earned. 
EA Credit 6: Emissions reduction reporting 
Under the scope of EA Credit 2.2 solar collector was installed and all the openings of 
the building were replaced by new more energy-efficient ones. 
The use of the solar collector for DHW reduces the consumption of natural gas, 
which was used before, and consequently the CO2 emissions. The more energy efficient 
openings make the building better insulated and thus diminish the use of natural gas for 
heating, the electricity consumption for cooling and the associated with them CO2 emis-
sions. 
Table 5.7 is completed by using data from TEE KENAK 1.29 software. 
Table 5.7: CO2 emission (kgCO2)before and after the implementation of the changes. 
Before the implementation of the changes 
Energy 
source 
Fuel 
consumption 
(kWh/m2) 
Building 
useful area 
(m2) 
Fuel 
consumption 
(kW) 
Pollutants 
emitted per 
unit of energy 
(kgCO2/kWh) 
Pollutants 
emitted 
(kgCO2) 
Natural gas 92,40 
1.425,60 
131.725,44 0,196 25.818,19 
Electricity 4,60 6.557,76 0,989 6.485,62 
Total:  138.283,20   32.303,81 
After the implementation of the changes 
Natural gas 67,10 
1.425,60 
95.657,76 0,196 18.748,92 
Electricity 4,40 6.272,64 0,989 6.203,64 
Total:  101.930,40   24.952,56 
 
The building after the changes emits 7351.25 kg less CO2, thus, the reduction equals  
[1-(24.952,56/32.303,81)] 22.76%. 
Materials and Resources (MR) 
MR Prerequisite 1: Sustainable purchasing policy 
Existing building condition 
The building has no uniform policy concerning the sustainable purchasing of ongoing 
consumables and durable goods, facility alterations/additions or reduced mercury in 
lamps. 
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Future building condition 
This prerequisite concerns just policy, not actual sustainable performance. Thus, as at 
this dissertation we focus mainly on costs, we are not going to give many details on this 
prerequisite. However, a general plan for that would include: 
- before the performance period: (1) the review of the policy goals together with 
vendors, so as to choose preferred products and (2) the apportionment of policy 
copies to all relevant personnel and 
- during the performance period: the observation of the policy.  
MR Prerequisite 2: Solid waste management policy 
Existing building condition 
The building has no uniform policy concerning the solid waste management of ongoing 
consumables, durable goods, facility alterations/additions and recycling of mercury-
containing lamps. 
Generally though, within a radius of 50 m from the main entrance of the building 
there are five recycling bins for paper, metal, plastic, aluminum and glass packaging 
and five trash bins.  
As for the recycling of appliances, Appliance Recycling S.A., the official collective 
system  for the operation of the Alternative Management of the Waste of Electrical and 
Electronic Equipment (WEEE) in Greece (certified by ISO 9001:2008 and by ISO 
14001:2004), collects, transports and processes the WEEE. The only point in the whole 
procedure, in which citizens are involved in, is the initial transfer of the appliances to 
the collection points. In the case of: 
- large appliances (refrigerators, electric stoves, washing machines, large TV sets, 
copying equipment etc.) 
The citizen, when buying a new product, can ask the store to take back the old appliance 
of equivalent type or he can call the Municipality of the district and close an appoint-
ment to collect my old appliance from the pavement 
- small appliances (coffee machines, vacuum cleaners, computers, small television 
sets etc.) 
The citizen can carry them either at one of the municipal collection points contracted 
(like town halls, centers of civil service etc.) or at one of the collaborating retail shops 
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of electric and electronic appliances, as well as at one of the collaborating super mar-
kets and  
- in the case of lighting appliances 
A citizen should carry them either at one of the collaborating specialized shops/shops 
selling lamps or at the closest municipal collection point. 
Picture 5.7 below show the nearest collection point for each appliance category to 
the building.  
(a)  (b)  
(c)  
Picture 5.7: From the main entrance of the building at a distance of (a) 270 m large and small 
appliances are collected, (b) 300 m mobiles and mobile accessories are collected and (c) 170 m 
lighting appliances are collected. 
The Municipality of Thessaloniki operates a service to collect with no cost bulky 
items, provided that it is informed by a call from the residents. In these bulky items, 
demolition and renovation products are not included, but it is required residents to man-
age them or to pay to the municipality to do so. 
Finally, recycling of batteries is made by a company named AFIS (recycling of 
portable batteries). The company has a wide network of collaborating collection points, 
including supermarket chains and department stores. Picture 5.8 shows that a collection 
point for batteries is just 270 m away from the building. 
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Picture 5.8: Nearest battery collection point (270m). 
Future building condition 
Policy, not actual performance or compliance, is required by this prerequisite as well. 
Thus, in general, it would include: 
- before the performance period: (1) the review of the policy measurable goals, in 
order to develop the formal written policy, based on best practices and (2) the 
apportionment of policy copies to all building occupants and 
- during the performance period: the observation of the policy by, for example, 
the manager/administrator of the building. 
In the case of this multi-tenant building, the waste management is not handled by a 
single management entity, thus coordination with tenants is necessary, making the com-
pletion of the procedure difficult enough to be achieved. 
Thus, initially, the importance of reducing not only the amount of waste sent to 
landfill, but also the amount of waste that is generated from the building should be high-
lighted to all building occupants. Therefore, they must be informed about the recycling 
procedures that should be followed in order to manage all categories of waste described 
above and about the nearest to the building collection points. 
MR Credits 1 to 5, awarding aggregated up to six points, are credits related to sustaina-
ble purchasing of ongoing consumables, durable goods (electronics/furniture), materials 
used in facility alterations/additions, as well as mercury which is contained in lamps and 
food, respectively. 
In order to gather the information required by the system, 90% of the purchases for 
all the occupants in the building need to be captured. Thus, tenants must be involved, by 
sharing relative information. This time-consuming process though being a hurdle of the 
whole assessment, especially in that type of project (multi-tenant/multifamily build-
ings), where multiple apartments have their own purchasing “policies”, on the other 
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hand it is not deal breaker for certification, as well-run, high-quality buildings, meaning 
energy efficient with good water efficiency can still get certified almost regardless of 
the tenant participation. Thus, the certification procedure can be completed successfully 
even without them, as there are many credits in which tenants do not need to participate 
or have much involvement in. 
Additionally, these credits are out of the scope of this dissertation, being to examine 
the impacts of alterations or additions on the buildings’ life cycle cost.  
MR Credit 6: Solid waste management - Waste stream audit 
This credit requires an audit of the entire waste stream of ongoing consumables, for a 
representative period of time. It is important to be noticed here, that building occupants 
must not be informed for the audit before its conduction, so as to obtain representative 
results of the current situation regarding recycling. 
The steps that must be followed include: 
- appropriate collection of the sample, i.e. separation of trash from recyclables, 
within, typically, a standard 24-hour day, 
- conduction of the audit, either by weight, which may be more accurate, or by 
volume, and recording of results, 
- analysis of the data gathered, in order to be determined (1) opportunities that 
were missed and (2) opportunities for further resource reduction and    improve-
ment of the recycling rates, 
- reporting of the procedures that were followed as well as the finding that were 
come out into a formal report and finally 
- the publication of the audit’s outcomes to building occupants, aiming to inform 
and educate them concerning the waste stream. 
MR Credit 7: Solid waste management - Ongoing consumables 
This credit concerns the implementation of the waste management policy for ongoing 
consumables that has already been developed under MR Prerequisite 2. 
At that stage of the solid waste management, the recycling program should be main-
tained and improved, whilst the amount produced by the building and diverted from the 
landfill should be carefully recorded, including monthly detailed data about the waste 
stream.  
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MR Credit 8: Solid waste management - Durable goods 
This credit, as the previous one, concerns the implementation of the waste management 
policy for durable consumables, this time, that has already been developed under MR 
Prerequisite 2. This credit it could be achieved more easily, as such materials usually do 
not end up in landfill.  
The recycling program should be maintained and improved, whilst the amount pro-
duced by the building and diverted from the landfill should be carefully recorded, in-
cluding monthly detailed data about the waste stream.  
In the case of durable goods, donation or sale, even through an e-shop and salvage 
through reuse, resell, donate within the building may be considered as improvements of 
the recycling program. 
MR Credit 9: Solid waste management - Facility alterations and additions 
Based on the rating system’s language, at a minimum: 
- alterations include massive changes to at least one entire building room, requir-
ing isolation of the worksite from regular building occupants for construction in-
terval. 
- Additions include those increasing the total are of the building floor by 5%, at a 
minimum. 
Thus, the building does not qualify for this credit, as it does not have facility altera-
tions and additions take place or planned for the performance period. 
Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) 
IEQ Prerequisite 1: Minimum indoor air quality performance 
The building, which is located outside the U.S., is able to meet CEN Standard EN 
15251:2007. 
Due to this usage, as residential building, it is only naturally ventilated, not mechan-
ically. Thus, the total ventilation rate results from the infiltration rate (through air leaks 
due to airtightness of the openings and of the building elements) and from the natural 
ventilation rate (aiming to achieve comfortable and healthy living). 
The software TEE KENAK 1.29, used for the building analysis at Chapter 3, takes 
into account the ventilation requirements as defined in the Standards of CEN EN 
15251:2007, ASHRAE 62.1-2010 and TOTEE 2425/86 and uses the average values of 
these that are specified in the above standards and guidelines. 
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Thus, by using these values, the infiltration rate, given the type and the area of the 
opening, is 214.54 m3/h, while the natural ventilation rate is 1069.2 m3/h, resulting to 
total ventilation rate equal to 1283.74 m3/h. 
IEQ Prerequisite 2: Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) control 
At the building smoking is already prohibited at all common areas, including stairwell, 
corridors and basemen and within 8 meters of entries, outdoor air intakes and operable 
windows of all common areas. 
IEQ Prerequisite 3: Green cleaning policy 
Existing building condition 
The existing building has no uniform green cleaning policy, as each apartment owner 
follows its own cleaning policy, while the common areas are cleaned by the crew of a 
cleaning company.  
Future building condition 
While green cleaning practices contribute significantly, with 6 out of 40 points needed 
(15%), towards the classification of a project as «Certified» under LEED 2009 EBOM, 
it is also an especially difficult challenge for multi-tenant buildings, because these activ-
ities literally involve the cooperation of everyone in the building, since LEED aims to 
address all tenant spaces, not just the common areas. 
A green cleaning policy, in order to be effective, coordinated communication and 
coordination of tenants is highly needed, since prior to the application for LEED certifi-
cation, each tenant had his own cleaning policy and made his own purchasing and man-
agement decisions. 
The building consists of 14 apartments, so 14 families (50 building occupants) live 
in it. Before the development of the green cleaning policy, an assumption was made. All 
costs required for the green cleaning practices will be distributed among apartment 
owners proportionally to each apartment’s total floor area to the total floor area of all 
apartments, since costs for common areas, will be equally distributed among the own-
ers. 
The policy, which must be conducted as it is a prerequisite of the system, should be 
in line with the requirements of credits: 
- IEQ Credit 1, concerning a high-performance cleaning program, 
- IEQ Credit 2, concerning custodial effectiveness assessment, 
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- IEQ Credit 3, concerning the purchase of sustainable cleaning products and ma-
terials, 
- IEQ Credit 4, concerning sustainable cleaning equipment, 
- IEQ Credit 5, concerning indoor chemical and pollutant source control  and 
- IEQ Credit 6, concerning indoor IPM. 
which consequently makes the achievement of the abovementioned credits is easier to 
be made. 
IEQ Credit 1.1: Indoor Air quality best management practices - Indoor air quality man-
agement program 
That is a non-technical, low- or no-cost credit, as it requires the development and the 
implementation of IAQ management program relying on I-BEAM, EPA’s Building Ed-
ucation and Assessment model. 
IEQ Credit 1.2: Indoor air quality best management practices - Outdoor air delivery 
monitoring 
As the building is served by a natural ventilation system, it follows the third option of 
the credit. Thus, location of CO2 sensors in every densely populated room is required. 
But, based on the credit language regarding densely populated spaces, these are defined 
as spaces with 25 or more people per 1.000 ft2 (93 m2) or 40 ft2 (4 m2) or less per per-
son. Consequently, the building is exempt from this requirement, since it has no such 
densely populated spaces, but installation of CO2 sensors is needed at every breathing 
zone, i.e. to every apartment. 
The sensor shown at Picture 4.9 sensor logs up to 48 readings at 15 minute intervals 
and  measures CO2 up to 3,000 parts per million (ppm), so since it has an alarm mode, it 
can be set to provide an audible alarm when CO2 conditions are greater than 1000 ppm 
absolute. Moreover, it measures the humidity and the air temperatures of the spaces. 
According to the manufacturer, it should be recalibrated and serviced once a year, to 
correct for long-term drift of sensor and electronic components or accidental damage. 
Fourteen such sensors are needed at the building, the cost of which is estimated to 
be 1.400€, since each sensor costs 100€, including the labor costs. 
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Picture 4.9: CO2 sensor. 
IEQ Credit 1.3: Indoor air quality best management practices – Increased ventilation 
IEQ Credit 1.4: Indoor air quality best management practices - Reduce particulates in 
air distribution 
This credit neither is achieved nor can be achieved, as it refers to projects that are me-
chanically ventilated.  
IEQ Credit 1.5: Indoor air quality best management practices - Indoor air quality man-
agement for facility alterations and additions 
This credit is once again just a plan managing IAQ during alterations and additions. It 
does not require actual construction (alterations/additions). 
IEQ Credit 2.1: Occupant comfort - Occupant survey 
For this credit, during the performance period, at least one occupant comfort survey 
must be conducted, by using a survey format, including questions that cover each re-
quired occupant comfort category, like thermal comfort (internal temperatures), acoustic 
and optical comfort, IAQ, building cleanliness, lighting, etc. 
The cost of such a survey could be minimal, as it can be conducted in collaboration 
with the building occupants and it can be distributed to them via an online system. 
When the anonymous responses reveal occupants’ dissatisfaction on any criteria of at 
least 20%, corrective actions should be taken to remedy these problems. In this case, the 
repairs or the changes that may need, although they may have some cost, they may also 
lead to savings by improving efficiencies in the building’s mechanical or lighting sys-
tems. 
IEQ Credit 2.2: Controllability of systems – Lighting 
The requirement of this credit, being to provide lighting controls for at least 50% of oc-
cupants, has already been achieved by the installation of a BAS for lighting control at 
SS Credit 8. This lighting control not only reduces energy consumption, but also im-
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proves occupant comfort, since it allows them to adjust lighting levels to their specific 
needs. 
IEQ Credit 2.3: Occupant comfort - Thermal comfort monitoring 
Two forms of monitoring of the conditions of the spaces where occupants live in are 
required by IEQ Credit 2.3: 
- continuous monitoring of air temperature and humidity and 
- periodic measurements of air speed and radiant temperature. 
The continuous monitoring can be achieved by the CO2 sensors installed at IEQ 
Credit 1.2, while the periodic measurements are those that deem the cost of this credit as 
it depends on whether the building occupants can take the required periodic measure-
ments within occupied spaces or not. 
IEQ Credit 2.4: Daylight and views 
At this dissertation we are not going to pursue this credit, as the documentation re-
quirements of this credit are extremely demanding, even for projects technically com-
pliant. Strong candidates are projects designed to maximize daylight and views, whilst 
projects that have previously earned a Daylight and Views credit under one of the other 
LEED rating systems, they only have to provide their scorecard, verifying that the credit 
is achieved. 
IEQ Credits 3.1 to 3.6 will not be pursued, as well, since as mentioned earlier at IEQ 
Prerequisite 3 these credits rely highly on occupant decisions. Even those credits, like 
IEQ Credit 3.6, whose content is not directly occupant-dependent, the cleaning products 
that must be used are (IEQ Credit 3.3) 
Innovation in Operations (IO) 
IO Credit 1: Innovation in operations 
IO Credit 2: LEED® Accredited Professional 
This credit is not achieved as LEED Accredited Professional is not involved as a princi-
pal participant of the project, during the application and the certification process. 
IO Credit 3: Documenting sustainable building cost impacts 
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Regional Priority (RP) 
RP Credit: Regional priority 
This credit neither is achieved nor can be achieved, as eligible for this credit are only 
projects located in the U.S. 
 
To sum up all the proposed alterations/additions, these are: 
- the construction of a green roof, for the purposes of SS Credit 6 and 7.2, 
- the installation of a BAS for lighting, for the purposes of SS Credit 8, 
- hydrometer, for the purposes of WE Credit 1, 
- solar collectors for DHW, for the purposes of EA Credits 2.1, 2.2 and 4, 
- the replacement of all the transparent building elements (openings) of the build-
ing, for the purposes of EA Credits 2.1 and 2.2 and finally 
- the installation of CO2 sensors, for the purposes of IEQ Credit 2.1 and 2.3. 
As shown at Appendix 7, where the points are analytically presented, the building at its 
existing condition collects 31 points, meaning that it cannot be certified under LEED 
2009 EBOM, whilst after the implementation of the abovementioned adaptions it earns 
50 points. Thus the building following the steps described at this Chapter can reach  
“Silver” certification under LEED 2009 EBOM. 
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6. The impact of the adaptions to 
the buildings’ life cycle cost 
At this chapter, the impact of all the adaptions, which were made to the building during 
the previous Chapter, to the buildings’ life cycle cost will be investigated. Emphasis is 
given to three stages of the building’s life cycle: construction, operation and demolition-
waste management. The major additions that were made include: the construction of a 
green roof, the installation of a BAS for lighting and of a hydrometer, solar collectors 
for DHW, the replacement of all transparent building elements (openings) of the build-
ing and the installation of CO2 sensors. 
6.1. Construction phase 
During the construction phase of the building’s life cycle, the building bears the cost of 
the required additions/alterations. Table 6.1 presents the total cost of each adaption, as 
well as their aggregate cost. 
Table 6.1: Cost of each alteration/addition to meet LEED 2009 EBOM and their total cost. 
Type of addition / alteration Cost (€) 
Green roof 16.875,00 
BAS for lighting 11.500,00 
Hydrometer for whole building metering 40,00 
Solar collectors for DHW 12.000,00 
Replacement of all building openings 70.840,00 
CO2 sensors 1.400,00 
Total:  112.655,00 
6.2. Operation phase 
For this phase of the building’s life cycle, the impact of the interventions to the opera-
tion of the building will be investigated. 
Green roof  
During the performance period of the building, green roof, among others long-term 
benefits (prolongation of the lifespan of standard roofing material, cooperation with so-
lar collectors, reduced CO2 emissions, etc.), acts as an insulation for the building, cool-
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ing the surface temperature of the roof (cooling period) and reducing the losses (heating 
period) and therefore the energy needed for cooling and heating, respectively. 
The reduction in the energy use is observed, mainly, due to the placement of an ad-
dition layer of insulation material, before the implementation of the waterproofing 
membrane, during the construction of the green roof. Generally, greater is the reduction 
during the heating period and that is observed and in the case of the building assessed. 
However, the peculiarity in this building case is that not the whole roof area is cover by 
green roof, but just 53% of it. Thus, there are still losses and the reduction in energy 
used, and thereby in operational cost, is not that considerable. The effects of the green 
roof at the building are presented at Appendix 8, where the outcomes of TEE KENAK 
software are presented. 
BAS for lighting 
The BAS for lighting has been placed in order the building to meet the requirements of 
SS Credit 8. The automation system installed turns off all the non-emergency built-in 
lights during after-hours periods, whilst it enables building occupants to override these 
hours manually, when needed. According to manufacturers this automation reduces en-
ergy use for residential buildings up to 10.00%, depending on the specific features of 
the building. 
When evaluating this building, TEE KENAK 1.29 software was used. This software 
does not take into account the lighting of residential buildings, thus we cannot have ac-
curate data for the energy use for lighting and thereby for its reduction after the installa-
tion of the automation. 
Hydrometer 
The hydrometer has been placed for the purposes of WE Credit 1, in order to measure 
the whole building’s potable water use. Its operation has no effect on the building’s op-
erational costs. 
Solar collectors 
The installation of the solar collectors, as shown at Table 6.2 where outcomes of TEE 
KENAK 1.29 software are presented, has resulted in a 37.00% reduction in the final en-
ergy consumption for DHW and thus in a 13.50% reduction in the operational costs of 
the building. 
Table 6.2: Solar collectors’ effect on final energy consumption and on operational cost. 
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  Existing building 
Solar 
collectors 
Final energy consumption for DHW (kWh/m2) 36,50 23,00 
Savings of final energy  
(kWh/m2) 13,50 
(%) 37,00 
Operational cost (€) 10.309,00 8.918,30 
Operational cost reduction  (€) 1.390,70 
(%) 13,50 
 
Replacement of all transparent building elements (openings) 
The replacement of all transparent building elements (openings), as shown at Table 6.3 
where outcomes of TEE KENAK 1.29 software are presented, has resulted in a 20.30% 
reduction in the final energy consumption for heating and in a  4.35% reduction in the 
final energy consumption for heating. Therefore a 13.50% reduction in the operational 
costs of the building is observed. 
Table 6.3: New openings’ effect on final energy consumption and on operational cost. 
  Existing building 
New 
openings 
Heating 
Final energy consumption (kWh/m2) 55,90 44,00 
Savings of final energy  
(kWh/m2) 11,90 
(%) 20,30 
Cooling 
Final energy consumption (kWh/m2) 4,60 4,40 
Savings of final energy  
(kWh/m2) 0,20 
(%) 4,35 
Operating cost (€) 10.309,00 9.047,80 
Operating cost 
reduction  
(€) 1.261,20 
(%) 12,25 
 
CO2 sensors 
Fourteen CO2 sensors have been installed, one at each breathing zone, i.e. at each 
apartment. It can be claimed that they increase to some extend the operational cost of 
the building not only due to the fact that they consume energy, as they operate 24 hours 
a day, but also due to the fact that when they alarm additional ventilation adjustments 
should be made, like the opening of the windows, resulting in additional need for heat-
ing or cooling, depending on the period. This increase in the building’s operational cost 
cannot be measured at this dissertation, since CO2 sensors data cannot be inserted in 
TEE KENAK 1.29 software. 
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6.3 Demolition - waste management phase 
As at this part of the dissertation we are focused on the alterations that have been oc-
curred to the building, we could use instead of the word demolition the word decon-
struction., since deconstruction is the selective decommissioning of building elements 
specifically for further reuse, recycling or waste management. 
There are companies that undertake both phases, the demolition-deconstruction and 
the waste management. After contacting one of them and informed them about the 
building elements that we are interested in, they assured us that the both phases aggre-
gated are of low-no cost, as the building elements and their components are highly reus-
able or recyclable. 
From herein and beyond the cost of those phases is assumed to be zero. 
6.4 Net present value of building’s life cycle cost 
At this part will be investigate whether it is profitable (worth doing) or not to make the 
abovementioned alterations. In order this to be achieved, Net Present Value (N.P.V.) 
formula will be used:  
𝑁𝑃𝑉 = −𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙  𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙  𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠   1 + 𝑖 !1 + 𝑟 !!!!! + 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑔𝑒  𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 1 + 𝑖 !1 + 𝑟 !  
where: 
i: inflation rate,  
r: discount rate 
t: evaluation period 
 
Zero NPV is a neutral result, indicating that alterations neither benefit not harm the 
life cycle cost of the building. A negative NPV would imply that alterations are not 
worth doing in respect to the building’s life cycle cost, while a positive NPV would im-
ply exactly the opposite. 
 When completing the NPV formula as: 
- initial investment: we use the total cost of all alterations from Table 6.1, 
- annual savings: the total annual savings from Table 6.4, which is completed 
once more with outcomes of TEE KENAK 1.29 software. Total annual savings 
are assumed to be constant in the entire useful life of the building. 
- salvage value: at paragraph 6.3, we assumed that it is zero, 
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- evaluation period: is the life expectancy (useful life) of the building and we set it 
equal to 40 years, 
- inflation rate= 4%, the selection of this inflation rate is random. We rejected the 
inflation rate of Greece, since at the time of writing according to the Hellenic 
Statistical Authority (EL.STAT.) is negative, equal to -2.9% and 
- discount rate= 5.5% 
Table 6.4: Annual savings of each adaption and total annual savings. 
 
Existing 
building 
Green 
roof 
BAS for 
lighting 
Solar 
collector 
New 
openings 
Total                              
annual 
savings Annual operational cost 10.309,0 10.166,0 9.278,1 8.918,3 9.047,8 
Annual savings  143,0 1.030,9 1.390,7 1.261,2 3.825,80 
 
Finally, the life cycle cost of the building, based on the NPV formula (Appendix 9) is   
€ 3.011,51, indicating that the proposed alterations are profitable for the building, since, 
the initial investment cost will be returned through the operational savings within the 
life expectancy (useful life) of the building. 
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7. Conclusions 
The increase in global energy consumption and the projections for future increased 
global population and therefore for a steady increase in global energy demand, as well 
as the fact that buildings are among the largest energy consuming sectors in the world 
and account for over one-third of total final energy consumption had led to a world-
wide concern with regard to political, social, economic and environmental implications 
associated with them. 
Countries around the world, in order to ensure sustainable development in the con-
struction industry and green building have developed or have been adapted to several 
environmental assessment methods, promoting energy efficiency, predicting perfor-
mance and rating sustainability of buildings. 
This dissertation is mainly focused on the Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) environmental assessment method and especially on a specific rating 
system of it, concerning existing buildings LEED 2009 for Existing Buildings: Opera-
tions and Maintenance (LEED 2009 EBOM), launched by United States Green Building 
Council (USGBC).  
The whole procedure followed during the dissertation is a combination of LEED 
2009 EBOM and the Hellenic Regulation on Energy Performance in the Building Sector 
(ΚΕΝΑΚ). In Greece, although nowadays there is no environmental assessment method 
in force, KENAK, as indicating by its name, provides an insight on the energy perfor-
mance of existing buildings, taking into consideration buildings’ opaque and transparent 
elements and electromechanical systems. 
The building assessed under both systems is a multi-tenant / multifamily residential 
building located in the area of Thessaloniki in Greece. The nature of the building, alt-
hough being a hurdle of the LEED 2009 EBOM assessment, on the other hand is not 
deal breaker for certification, as well-run, high-quality buildings, meaning energy effi-
cient ones are going to get certified, as it is proved and from the findings of this disser-
tation. 
The building at its existing condition cannot be certified under LEED 2009 EBOM, 
since the total points that earns are 31, whilst rating system’s certification levels start 
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from 40 points and above. After re-evaluating the building and having adapted altera-
tions and additions, it is finally certified as “Silver” with 50 points achieved. 
The modifications that led to the certification were: the construction of a vegetated-
green roof covering 53% of the total roof area (SS Credit 6 and 7.2), the installation of a 
BAS for lighting (SS Credit 8), the placement of hydrometer measuring the whole 
building’s use of potable water (WE Credit 1), the installation of solar collectors for 
DHW at the roof (EA Credits 2.1, 2.2 and 4), the replacement of all the transparent 
building elements (openings) of the building with new more energy-efficient ones (EA 
Credits 2.1 and 2.2) and finally the installation of CO2 sensors (IEQ Credit 2.1 and 2.3). 
Identifying the necessary changes and their costs, so as the existing building to be 
certified under LEED 2009 EBOM, was the largest and a very important part of this 
thesis, while it was also a prerequisite for meeting the ultimate goal of the dissertation 
being to investigate their impact on the building’s life cycle cost. Construction, opera-
tion and demolition - waste management phases of the building’s life cycle were ana-
lyzed. 
Building’s life cycle cost was calculated by incorporating the construction costs of 
all modifications, the annual savings resulting from them during the life expectancy of 
the building and the salvage value of the waste management after the demolition of the 
building elements into the NPV formula, which was finally resulted in a positive life 
cycle cost. 
This positive life cycle cost can be interpreted in several perspectives, all of which 
are encouraging for similar building types located in Greece.  
The building itself, after the alterations/additions will be better insulated, due to the 
green roof and the new transparent elements and thereby more energy efficient, as well 
as it will be more environmentally friendly than it is now at its existing condition, due to 
the solar collectors installation. 
Moreover, from an economic point of view, although the initial investment needed 
is quite high (€112.655,00), the annual savings that occur (€3.825,80) determine the in-
vestment profitable, since as indicating by the life cycle cost the initial investment will 
be returned through the operational savings within the life expectancy (useful life) of 
the building. 
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From another perspective, the positive building’s life cycle cost encourages building 
owners or occupants of similar building types to overcome the obstacles and pursue cer-
tification under LEED 2009 EBOM. That is important since, taking into account that 
Greece has no environmental assessment method in force nowadays while at the same 
time LEED provides alternative compliance paths for projects located outside US, and 
especially in Europe, and although so far there are only few buildings certified under 
LEED in Greece, in the event that a rating system like LEED 2009 EBOM becomes 
more popular in Greece, a LEED-certified building will have a comparative advantage 
among others to the market of real estate and will be more attractive during the deci-
sion-making process of buying or renting an apartment. 
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BREEAM 2011 FOR NEW CONSTRUCTIONS 
Management Credits available 
Man 01 Sustainable procurement 8 
Credit 1 Project brief and design  (1-4) 
Credit 2 Construction and handover  (1-2) 
Credit 3 Aftercare  (1-2) 
Man 02 Responsible construction practices 2 
Man 03 Construction site impacts 5 
Credit 1 Energy consumption (1) 
Credit 2 Water consumption (1) 
Credit 3 Transport of construction materials and waste (1) 
Credit 4 Timber procurement (1) 
Credit 5 Construction site management (1) 
Man 04 Stakeholder participation 4 
Credit 1 Consultation  (1) 
Credit 2 Inclusive and accessible design (1) 
Credit 3 Building user information (1) 
Credit 4 Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE) and information dissemination (1) 
Man 05  Life cycle cost and service life 3 
Total points:  22 
Health and Wellbeing Credits available 
Hea 01 Visual comfort B/D 
Prereq All fluorescent and compact fluorescent lamps are fitted with high frequency  ballasts. Required 
Credit 1 Daylight (1-2) 
Credit 2 Glare control and view out  (1-2) 
Credit 3 Internal and external lighting  (1) 
Hea 02 Indoor air quality B/D 
Credit 1 Minimizing sources of air pollution  (1-3) 
Credit 2 Potential for natural ventilation  (1) 
Credit 3 Laboratory fume cupboard and containment areas  (2) 
Hea 03 Thermal comfort 2 
Hea 04 Water quality 1 
Hea 05 Acoustic performance B/D 
Prereq A suitably qualified acoustician is appointed by the client at the appropriate  stage of the project to provide early advice on influencing outline design solutions Required 
Credit Acoustic performance standards (1-4) 
Hea 06 Safety and security 2 
  Safe access (1) 
  Security of site and building (1) 
Total points:    
BREEAM 2011 FOR NEW CONSTRUCTIONS (cont.) 
Energy Credits available 
Ene 01 Reduction of emissions 15 
Ene 02 Energy monitoring B/D 
Ene 03 External lighting 1 
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Ene 04 Low and zero carbon technologies 5 
Credit 1 Feasibility study / Renewable energy supply contract (1) 
Credit 2 Low or zero carbon technology specification and installation (4) 
Credit 3 Free cooling (1) 
Ene 05 Energy efficient cold storage 2 
Ene 06 Energy efficient transportation 2 
Ene 07 Energy efficient laboratory systems B/D 
Ene 08 Energy efficient equipment 2 
Ene 09 Drying space 1 
Total points:  28 
Transport Credits available 
Tra 01 Public transport accessibility 8 
Credit 1 Accessibility index (1-5) 
Credit 2 Dedicated bus service (1) 
Tra 02 Proximity to amenities   
Tra 03 Cyclist facilities   
Tra 04 Maximum car parking capacity   
Tra 05 Travel plan 1 
Total points:  9 
Water Credits available 
Wat 01 Water consumption 5 
Wat 02 Water monitoring 1 
Wat 03 Water leak detection and prevention 2 
Wat 04 Water efficient equipment 1 
Total points:  9 
Materials Credits available 
Mat 01 Life cycle impacts   
Mat 02 Hard landscaping and boundary protection  1 
Mat 03 Responsible sourcing of materials 3 
Mat 04 Insulation 2 
Prereq Any new insulation specified for use within: (a) external walls, (b) ground floor, (c) roof, (d) building services must be assessed Required 
Credit 1 Embodied impact (1) 
Credit 2 Responsible sourcing (1) 
Mat 05 Designing for robustness  1 
Total points:  7 
BREEAM 2011 FOR NEW CONSTRUCTIONS (cont.) 
Waste Credits available 
Wst 01 Construction waste management 4 
Credit 1 Construction resource efficiency (3) 
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Credit 2 Diversion of resources from landfill (1) 
Wst 02 Recycled aggregates 1 
Wst 03 Operational waste 1 
Wst 04 Speculative floor and ceiling finishes 1 
Total points:  7 
Land Use and Ecology Credits available 
LE 01 Site selection 2 
Credit 1 Previously developed land (1) 
Credit 2 Contaminated land (1) 
LE 02 Ecological value of site and protection of ecological features 1 
LE 03 Mitigating ecological impact 2 
LE 04 Enhancing site ecology   
LE 05 Long term impact on biodiversity   
Total points:  5 
Pollution Credits available 
Pol 01 Impact of refrigerants 3 
Pol 02 NOx emissions   
Pol 03 Surface water run off 5 
Credit 1 Flood risk (1-2) 
Credit 2 Surface water run off (2) 
Credit 3 Minimising water course pollution (1) 
Pol 04 Reduction of night time light pollution 1 
Pol 05 Noise attenuation 1 
Total points:  10 
Innovation Credits available 
Inn 01 Innovation 10 
Total points:  10 
TOTAL :  110 
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Appendix 2.1 
LEED 2009 FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION & MAJOR RENOVATIONS 
Sustainable Sites Possible points 
Prereq 1  Construction Activity Pollution Prevention Required 
Credit 1  Site Selection 1 
Credit 2  Development Density and Community Connectivity 5 
Credit 3 Brownfield Redevelopment 1 
Credit 4.1 Alternative Transportation - Public Transportation Access 6 
Credit 4.2 Alternative Transportation - Bicycle Storage and Changing Rooms 1 
Credit 4.3 Alternative Transportation - Low-Emitting and Fuel-Efficient Vehicles 3 
Credit 4.4 Alternative Transportation - Parking Capacity 2 
Credit 5.1 Site Development - Protect or Restore Habitat 1 
Credit 5.2 Site Development - Maximize Open Space 1 
Credit 6.1 Stormwater Design - Quantity Control 1 
Credit 6.2 Stormwater Design - Quality Control 1 
Credit 7.1 Heat Island Effect - Non-Roof 1 
Credit 7.2 Heat Island Effect - Roof 1 
Credit 8 Light Pollution Reduction 1 
Total points:  26 
Water Efficiency Possible points 
Prereq 1 Water Use Reduction - 20% Reduction Required 
Credit 1 Water Efficient Landscaping 2 to 4 
  Reduce by 50% 2 
  No Potable Water Use or Irrigation 4 
Credit 2 Innovative Wastewater Technologies 2 
Credit 3 Water Use Reduction 2 to 4 
  Reduce by 30% 2 
  Reduce by 35% 3 
  Reduce by 40% 4 
Total points:  10 
Energy and Atmosphere Possible points 
Prereq 1  Fundamental Commissioning of Building Energy Systems Required 
Prereq 2  Minimum Energy Performance Required 
Prereq 3  Fundamental Refrigerant Management Required 
Credit 1 Optimize Energy Performance 1 to 19 
  Improve 12% for New Buildings or 8% for Existing Building  Renovations 1 
  Improve 14% for New Buildings or 10% for Existing Building Renovations 2 
  Improve 16% for New Buildings or 12% for Existing Building Renovations 3 
  Improve 18% for New Buildings or 14% for Existing Building Renovations 4 
  Improve 20% for New Buildings or 16% for Existing Building Renovations 5 
  Improve 22% for New Buildings or 18% for Existing Building Renovations 6 
  Improve 24% for New Buildings or 20% for Existing Building Renovations 7 
  Improve 26% for New Buildings or 22% for Existing Building Renovations 8 
  Improve 28% for New Buildings or 24% for Existing Building Renovations 9 
  Improve 30% for New Buildings or 26% for Existing Building Renovations 10 
  Improve 32% for New Buildings or 28% for Existing Building Renovations 11 
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LEED 2009 FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION & MAJOR RENOVATIONS (cont.) 
  Improve 34% for New Buildings or 30% for Existing Building Renovations 12 
  Improve by 36% for New Buildings or 32% for Existing Building Renovations 13 
  Improve by 38% for New Buildings or 34% for Existing Building Renovations 14 
  Improve by 40% for New Buildings or 36% for Existing Building Renovations 15 
  Improve by 42% for New Buildings or 38% for Existing Building Renovations 16 
  Improve by 44% for New Buildings or 40% for Existing Building Renovations 17 
  Improve by 46% for New Buildings or 42% for Existing Building Renovations 18 
  Improve by 48%+ for New Buildings or 44%+ for Existing Building Renovations 19 
Credit 2 On-Site Renewable Energy 1 to 7 
  1% Renewable Energy 1 
  3% Renewable Energy 2 
  5% Renewable Energy 3 
  7% Renewable Energy 4 
  9% Renewable Energy 5 
  11% Renewable Energy 6 
  13% Renewable Energy 7 
Credit 3 Enhanced Commissioning 2 
Credit 4 Enhanced Refrigerant Management 2 
Credit 5 Measurement and Verification 3 
Credit 6 Green Power 2 
Total points:  35 
Materials and Resources Possible points 
Prereq 1  Storage and Collection of Recyclables Required 
Credit 1.1 Building Reuse - Maintain Existing Walls, Floors, and Roof 1 to 3 
  Reuse 55%  1 
  Reuse 75% 2 
  Reuse 95% 3 
Credit 1.2 Building Reuse - Maintain 50% of Interior Non-Structural Elements 1 
Credit 2 Construction Waste Management 1 to 2 
  50% Recycled or Salvaged 1 
  75% Recycled or Salvaged 2 
Credit 3 Materials Reuse 1 to 2 
  Reuse 5% 1 
  Reuse 10% 2 
Credit 4 Recycled Content 1 to 2 
  10% of Content 1 
  20% of Content 2 
Credit 5 Regional Materials 1 to 2 
  10% of Materials 1 
  20% of Materials 2 
Credit 6 Rapidly Renewable Materials 1 
Credit 7 Certified Wood 1 
Total points:  14 
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LEED 2009 FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION & MAJOR RENOVATIONS (cont.) 
Indoor Environmental Quality Possible points 
Prereq 1  Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance Required 
Prereq 2  Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control Required 
Credit 1  Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring 1 
Credit 2  Increased Ventilation 1 
Credit 3.1 Construction IAQ Management Plan - During Construction 1 
Credit 3.2 Construction IAQ Management Plan - Before Occupancy 1 
Credit 4.1 Low-Emitting Materials - Adhesives and Sealants 1 
Credit 4.2 Low-Emitting Materials - Paints and Coatings 1 
Credit 4.3 Low-Emitting Materials - Flooring Systems 1 
Credit 4.4 Low-Emitting Materials - Composite Wood and Agrifiber Products 1 
Credit 5  Indoor Chemical and Pollutant Source Control 1 
Credit 6.1 Controllability of Systems - Lighting 1 
Credit 6.2 Controllability of Systems - Thermal Comfort 1 
Credit 7.1 Thermal Comfort - Design 1 
Credit 7.2 Thermal Comfort - Verification 1 
Credit 8.1 Daylight and Views - Daylight 1 
Credit 8.2 Daylight and Views - Views 1 
Total points:  15 
Innovation and Design Process Possible points 
Credit 1.1 Innovation in Design: Specific Title 1 
Credit 1.2 Innovation in Design: Specific Title 1 
Credit 1.3 Innovation in Design: Specific Title 1 
Credit 1.4 Innovation in Design: Specific Title 1 
Credit 1.5 Innovation in Design: Specific Title 1 
Credit 2  LEED Accredited Professional 1 
Total points:  6 
Regional Priority Credits Possible points 
Credit 1.1 Regional Priority: Specific Credit 1 
Credit 1.2 Regional Priority: Specific Credit 1 
Credit 1.3 Regional Priority: Specific Credit 1 
Credit 1.4 Regional Priority: Specific Credit 1 
Total points:  4 
TOTAL :  110 
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Appendix 2.2 
LEED 2009 FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS: OPERATIONS  & MAINTENANCE 
Sustainable Sites Possible points 
Credit 1 LEED Certified Design and Construction 4 
Credit 2 Building Exterior and Hardscape Management Plan 1 
Credit 3 Integrated Pest Management, Erosion Control, and Landscape  Management Plan 1 
Credit 4 Alternative Commuting Transportation 3 to 15 
  10.00% reduction in conventional commuting trips 3 
  13.75% reduction in conventional commuting trips 4 
  17.50% reduction in conventional commuting trips 5 
  21.25% reduction in conventional commuting trips 6 
  25.00% reduction in conventional commuting trips 7 
  31.25% reduction in conventional commuting trips 8 
  37.50% reduction in conventional commuting trips 9 
  43.75% reduction in conventional commuting trips 10 
  50.00% reduction in conventional commuting trips 11 
  56.25% reduction in conventional commuting trips 12 
  62.50% reduction in conventional commuting trips 13 
  68.75% reduction in conventional commuting trips 14 
  75.00% reduction in conventional commuting trips 15 
Credit 5 Site Development - Protect or Restore Open Habitat 1 
Credit 6 Stormwater Quantity Control 1 
Credit 7.1 Heat Island Reduction - Non-Roof 1 
Credit 7.2 Heat Island Reduction - Roof 1 
Credit 8 Light Pollution Reduction 1 
Total points:  26 
Water Efficiency Possible points 
Prereq 1  Minimum Indoor Plumbing Fixture and Fitting Efficiency Required 
Credit 1 Water Performance Measurement 1 to 2 
  Whole Building Metering 1 
  Submetering 2 
Credit 2 Additional Indoor Plumbing Fixture and Fitting Efficiency 1 to 5 
  10% reduction in indoor plumbing mixture and fitting potable water use from  the LEED EBOM baseline 1 
  15% reduction in indoor plumbing mixture and fitting potable water use from  the LEED EBOM baseline 2 
  20% reduction in indoor plumbing mixture and fitting potable water use from  the LEED EBOM baseline 3 
  25% reduction in indoor plumbing mixture and fitting potable water use from  the LEED EBOM baseline 4 
  30% reduction in indoor plumbing mixture and fitting potable water use from  the LEED EBOM baseline 5 
Credit 3 Water Efficient Landscaping 1 to 5 
  Reduce Potable Water Use by 50.00% 1 
  Reduce Potable Water Use by 62.50% 2 
  Reduce Potable Water Use by 75.00% 3 
  Reduce Potable Water Use by 87.50% 4 
  Reduce Potable Water Use by 100.00% 5 
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LEED 2009 EBOM (cont.) 
Credit 4 Cooling Tower Water Management 1 to 2 
  Chemical Management OR Nonpotable Water Source Use 1 
  Achieve both previous options 2 
Total points:  2 
Energy and Atmosphere Possible points 
Prereq 1  Energy Efficiency Best Management Practices - Planning, Documentation, and Opportunity Assessment Required 
Prereq 2  Minimum Energy Efficiency Performance Required 
Prereq 3  Fundamental Refrigerant Management  Required 
Credit 1 Optimize Energy Efficiency Performance 1 to 18 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 71  1 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 73  2 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 74  3 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 75  4 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 76  5 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 77  6 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 78  7 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 79  8 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 80  9 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 81  10 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 82  11 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 83  12 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 85  13 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 87  14 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 89  15 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 91 16 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 93  17 
  EPA ENERGY STAR Energy Performance Rating 95  18 
Credit 2.1 Existing Building Commissioning - Investigation and Analysis 2 
Credit 2.2 Existing Building Commissioning - Implementation 2 
Credit 2.3 Existing Building Commissioning - Ongoing Commissioning 2 
Credit 3.1 Performance Measurement - Building Automation System 1 
Credit 3.2 Performance Measurement - System-Level Metering 1 to 2 
  Covering at least 40% of the total expected annual energy consumption of the building 1 
  Covering at least 80% of the total expected annual energy consumption of the building 2 
Credit 4 On-Site and Off-Site Renewable Energy 1 to 6 
  On-site 3.0% / Off-site 25.0% 1 
  On-site 4.5% / Off-site 37.5% 2 
  On-site 6.0% / Off-site 50.0% 3 
  On-site 7.5% / Off-site 62.5% 4 
  On-site 9.0% / Off-site 75.0% 5 
  On-site 12.0% / Off-site 100.0% 6 
Credit 5 Enhanced Refrigerant Management  1 
Credit 6 Emissions Reduction Reporting 1 
Total points:  35 
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LEED 2009 EBOM (cont.) 
Materials and Resources Possible points 
Prereq 1 Sustainable Purchasing Policy Required 
Prereq 2 Solid Waste Management Policy Required 
Credit 1 Sustainable Purchasing - Ongoing Consumables 1 
Credit 2 Sustainable Purchasing - Durable Goods 1 to 2 
Credit 3 Sustainable Purchasing - Facility Alterations and Additions 1 
Credit 4 Sustainable Purchasing - Reduced Mercury in Lamps 1 
Credit 5 Sustainable Purchasing - Food 1 
Credit 6 Solid Waste Management - Waste Stream Audit 1 
Credit 7 Solid Waste Management - Ongoing Consumables 1 
Credit 8 Solid Waste Management - Durable Goods 1 
Credit 9 Solid Waste Management - Facility Alterations and Additions 1 
Total points:  10 
Indoor Environmental Quality Possible points 
Prereq 1  Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance Required 
Prereq 2  Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control Required 
Prereq 3 Green Cleaning Policy Required 
Credit 1.1  IAQ Best Management Practices - IAQ Management Program 1 
Credit 1.2 IAQ Best Management Practices - Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring 1 
Credit 1.3 IAQ Best Management Practices - Increased Ventilation 1 
Credit 1.4 IAQ Best Management Practices - Reduce Particulates in Air Distribution 1 
Credit 1.5 IAQ Best Management Practices - Facility Alterations and Additions 1 
Credit 2.1  Occupant Comfort - Occupant Survey 1 
Credit 2.2 Controllability of Systems - Lighting 1 
Credit 2.3 Occupant Comfort - Thermal Comfort Monitoring 1 
Credit 2.4 Occupant Comfort - Daylight and Views 1 
Credit 3.1 Green Cleaning - High-Performance Cleaning Program 1 
Credit 3.2 Green Cleaning - Custodial Effectiveness Assessment 1 
Credit 3.3 Green Cleaning - Purchase of Sustainable Cleaning Products &Materials 1 
Credit 3.4 Green Cleaning - Sustainable Cleaning Equipment 1 
Credit 3.5 Green Cleaning - Indoor Chemical and Pollutant Source Control 1 
Credit 3.6 Green Cleaning - Indoor Integrated Pest Management 1 
Total points:  15 
Innovation in Operations Possible points 
Credit 1.1 Innovation in Operations: Specific Title 1 
Credit 1.2 Innovation in Operations: Specific Title 1 
Credit 1.3 Innovation in Operations: Specific Title 1 
Credit 1.4 Innovation in Operations: Specific Title 1 
Credit 2  LEED® Accredited Professional 1 
Credit 3 Documenting Sustainable Building Cost Impacts 1 
Total points:  6 
Regional Priority Possible points 
Credit 
1.1 – 1.4 Regional Priority: Specific Credit 1-4 
Total points:  4 
TOTAL :  110 
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Appendix 8 
Primary energy 
consumption 
[kWh/m2] 
Existing 
building Green roof 
Heating 58,70 57,40 
Cooling 13,30 13,10 
Domestic Hot Water 38,30 38,30 
Total 110,40 108,80 
 
Final energy consumption (kWh/m2) 
  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 
Heating 16,00 11,50 6,70 0,80 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,20 5,90 13,60 54,60 
Cooling 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,20 1,80 1,60 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 4,60 
DHW 4,00 3,60 3,70 3,20 2,90 2,40 2,20 2,10 2,30 2,90 3,30 3,80 36,50 
Total 20,10 15,00 10,40 4,10 2,90 3,50 4,00 3,70 2,30 3,00 9,20 17,40 95,60 
 
Energy 
source 
Fuel 
Consumption 
(kWh/m2) 
CO2 
Emissions 
(kg/m²) 
Electricity 4,50 4,50 
Natural gas 91,10 17,90 
Total 95,60 22,30 
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Year Initial investment 
Annual 
savings 
Inflation 
rate factor 
Discount 
rate factor NPV per year 
0 -112.655,00       -112.655,00 
1   3.825,80 1,040 0,9479 3.771,40 
2   3.825,80 1,082 0,8985 3.717,78 
3   3.825,80 1,125 0,8516 3.664,92 
4   3.825,80 1,170 0,8072 3.612,82 
5   3.825,80 1,217 0,7651 3.561,45 
6   3.825,80 1,265 0,7252 3.510,81 
7   3.825,80 1,316 0,6874 3.460,89 
8   3.825,80 1,369 0,6516 3.411,69 
9   3.825,80 1,423 0,6176 3.363,18 
10   3.825,80 1,480 0,5854 3.315,36 
11   3.825,80 1,539 0,5549 3.268,22 
12   3.825,80 1,601 0,5260 3.221,76 
13   3.825,80 1,665 0,4986 3.175,95 
14   3.825,80 1,732 0,4726 3.130,79 
15   3.825,80 1,801 0,4479 3.086,28 
16   3.825,80 1,873 0,4246 3.042,40 
17   3.825,80 1,948 0,4024 2.999,14 
18   3.825,80 2,026 0,3815 2.956,50 
19   3.825,80 2,107 0,3616 2.914,47 
20   3.825,80 2,191 0,3427 2.873,03 
21   3.825,80 2,279 0,3249 2.832,18 
22   3.825,80 2,370 0,3079 2.791,91 
23   3.825,80 2,465 0,2919 2.752,22 
24   3.825,80 2,563 0,2767 2.713,08 
25   3.825,80 2,666 0,2622 2.674,51 
26   3.825,80 2,772 0,2486 2.636,48 
27   3.825,80 2,883 0,2356 2.599,00 
28   3.825,80 2,999 0,2233 2.562,05 
29   3.825,80 3,119 0,2117 2.525,62 
30   3.825,80 3,243 0,2006 2.489,71 
31   3.825,80 3,373 0,1902 2.454,31 
32   3.825,80 3,508 0,1803 2.419,42 
33   3.825,80 3,648 0,1709 2.385,02 
34   3.825,80 3,794 0,1620 2.351,11 
35   3.825,80 3,946 0,1535 2.317,68 
36   3.825,80 4,104 0,1455 2.284,72 
37   3.825,80 4,268 0,1379 2.252,24 
38   3.825,80 4,439 0,1307 2.220,22 
39   3.825,80 4,616 0,1239 2.188,65 
40   3.825,80 4,801 0,1175 2.157,53 
Life cycle cost:  3.011,51 
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Appendix 7 
LEED 2009 FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS: OPERATIONS  & MAINTENANCE 
Sustainable Sites Existing  Under LEED 
Exemplary 
performane 
Credit 1 LEED Certified Design and Construction - - (N.A) 
Credit 2 Building Exterior and Hardscape Management Plan - - (N.A) 
Credit 3 Integrated Pest Management, Erosion Control, and Landscape Management Plan - - (N.A) 
Credit 4 Alternative Commuting Transportation (68.75% reduction in conventional commuting trips) 14 14   
Credit 5 Site Development - Protect or Restore Open Habitat 1 1   
Credit 6 Stormwater Quantity Control - 1 (N.A) 
Credit 7.1 Heat Island Reduction - Non-Roof 1 1 √ 
Credit 7.2 Heat Island Reduction - Roof - 1   
Credit 8 Light Pollution Reduction - 1 (N.A) 
Total points:  16 19   
Water Efficiency 
Prereq 1  Minimum Indoor Plumbing Fixture and Fitting Efficiency Required 
Credit 1 Water Performance Measurement (whole building metering) - 1   
Credit 2 Additional Indoor Plumbing Fixture and Fitting Efficiency - -   
Credit 3 Water Efficient Landscaping - - (N.A) 
Credit 4 Cooling Tower Water Management - - (N.A) 
Total points:  0 1   
Energy and Atmosphere 
Prereq 1  Energy Efficiency Best Management Practices - Planning, Documentation, and Opportunity Assess-ment Required 
Prereq 2  Minimum Energy Efficiency Performance Required 
Prereq 3  Fundamental Refrigerant Management  Required 
Credit 1 Optimize Energy Efficiency Performance 14 14   
Credit 2.1 Existing Building Commissioning - Investigation and Analysis - 2 (N.A) 
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LEED 2009 FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS: OPERATIONS  & MAINTENANCE (cont.) 
Energy and Atmosphere Existing Under LEED 
Exemplary 
performane 
Credit 2.2 Existing Building Commissioning - Implementation - 2 (N.A) 
Credit 2.3 Existing Building Commissioning - Ongoing Commissioning - - (N.A) 
Credit 3.1 Performance Measurement - Building Automation System - - (N.A) 
Credit 3.2 Performance Measurement - System-Level Metering - - (N.A) 
Credit 4 On-Site and Off-Site Renewable Energy (on-site > 12.0%) - 6 √ 
Credit 5 Enhanced Refrigerant Management  1 1 (N.A) 
Credit 6 Emissions Reduction Reporting - 1 (N.A) 
Total points:  15 26   
Materials and Resources 
Prereq 1 Sustainable Purchasing Policy Required 
Prereq 2 Solid Waste Management Policy Required 
Credit 1 Sustainable Purchasing - Ongoing Consumables - -   
Credit 2 Sustainable Purchasing - Durable Goods - -   
Credit 3 Sustainable Purchasing - Facility Alterations and Additions - -   
Credit 4 Sustainable Purchasing - Reduced Mercury in Lamps - -   
Credit 5 Sustainable Purchasing - Food - - (N.A.) 
Credit 6 Solid Waste Management - Waste Stream Audit - - (N.A.) 
Credit 7 Solid Waste Management - Ongoing Consumables - -   
Credit 8 Solid Waste Management - Durable Goods - -   
Credit 9 Solid Waste Management - Facility Alterations and Additions - -   
Total points:  0 0   
Indoor Environmental Quality 
Prereq 1  Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance Required 
Prereq 2  Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control Required 
Prereq 3 Green Cleaning Policy Required 
Credit 1.1  IAQ Best Management Practices - IAQ Management Program - - (N.A.) 
Credit 1.2 IAQ Best Management Practices - Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring - 1 (N.A.) 
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LEED 2009 FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS: OPERATIONS  & MAINTENANCE (cont.) 
Indoor Environmental Quality Existing Under LEED 
Exemplary 
performane 
Credit 1.3 IAQ Best Management Practices - Increased Ventilation - - (N.A.) 
Credit 1.4 IAQ Best Management Practices - Reduce Particulates in Air Distribution - - (N.A.) 
Credit 1.5 IAQ Best Management Practices - IAQ Management for Facility Alterations and Additions - - (N.A.) 
Credit 2.1  Occupant Comfort - Occupant Survey - - (N.A.) 
Credit 2.2 Controllability of Systems - Lighting - 1   
Credit 2.3 Occupant Comfort - Thermal Comfort Monitoring - - (N.A.) 
Credit 2.4 Occupant Comfort - Daylight and Views - -   
Credit 3.1 Green Cleaning - High-Performance Cleaning Program - - (N.A.) 
Credit 3.2 Green Cleaning - Custodial Effectiveness Assessment - -   
Credit 3.3 Green Cleaning - Purchase of Sustainable Cleaning Products and Materials - -   
Credit 3.4 Green Cleaning - Sustainable Cleaning Equipment - - (N.A.) 
Credit 3.5 Green Cleaning - Indoor Chemical and Pollutant Source Control - - (N.A.) 
Credit 3.6 Green Cleaning - Indoor Integrated Pest Management - - (N.A.) 
Total points:  0 2   
Innovation in Operations 
Credit 1.1 Innovation in Operations: Exemplary performance of SS Credit 7.1 - 1   
Credit 1.2 Innovation in Operations: Exemplary performance of EA Credit 4 - 1   
Credit 1.3 Innovation in Operations: Exemplary performance of - -   
Credit 1.4 Innovation in Operations: Exemplary performance of - -   
Credit 2  LEED® Accredited Professional - -   
Credit 3 Documenting Sustainable Building Cost Impacts - -   
Total points:  0 2   
Regional Priority 
Credit Regional Priority: Specific Credit - -   
Total points:  0 0   
TOTAL :  31 50   
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Transparent building elements 
Floor Description γ (deg) 
β 
(deg) 
Α 
(m2) Uw (W/m
2K) gw (-) m3/h/m2 m3/h 
Adjacent to external air 
Ty
pi
ca
l f
lo
or
 N
 O
 R
 T
 H
  
Door 01 346 90 2,86 3,70 0,54 5,3 15,16 
Door 02 346 90 4,40 3,70 0,54 5,3 23,32 
Door 03 346 90 4,40 3,70 0,54 5,3 23,32 
Door 04 346 90 4,40 3,70 0,54 5,3 23,32 
Door 05 346 90 4,40 3,70 0,54 5,3 23,32 
Door 06 346 90 2,86 3,70 0,54 5,3 15,16 
WEST Door 256 90 2,86 3,70 0,54 5,3 15,16 
S
 O
 U
 T
 H
  Door 01 166 90 2,86 3,70 0,54 5,3 15,16 
Door 02 166 90 2,86 3,70 0,54 5,3 15,16 
Door 03 166 90 2,86 3,70 0,54 5,3 15,16 
Door 04 166 90 2,86 3,70 0,54 5,3 15,16 
EAST Door 76 90 2,86 3,70 0,54 5,3 15,16 
  Total infiltration rate:  214,54 
 
 
 
 
Shading factors 
Horizon, h Horizon, c Overhangs, h 
Overhangs, 
c Fins, h Fins, c 
Fhor,h Fhor,c Fov,h Fov,c Ffin,h Ffin,c 
1st 
N
O
R
TH
 
Wall 01 1,00 0,85 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
Wall 02 1,00 0,85 0,60 0,30 1,00 0,98 
Wall 03 1,00 0,85 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
W
E
S
T Wall 01 0,50 0,53 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,50 0,53 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 0,50 0,53 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
S
O
U
TH
 Wall 01 0,38 0,94 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,38 0,94 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 03 0,38 0,94 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 04 0,38 0,94 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
E
A
S
T Wall 01 0,52 0,59 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,52 0,59 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 0,52 0,59 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
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Shading factors 
Horizon, h Horizon, c Overhangs, h 
Overhangs, 
c Fins, h Fins, c 
Fhor,h Fhor,c Fov,h Fov,c Ffin,h Ffin,c 
2nd 
N
O
R
TH
 
Wall 01 1,00 0,86 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
Wall 02 1,00 0,86 0,60 0,30 1,00 0,98 
Wall 03 1,00 0,86 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
W
E
S
T Wall 01 0,50 0,55 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,50 0,55 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 0,50 0,55 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
S
O
U
TH
 Wall 01 0,44 0,98 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,44 0,98 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 03 0,44 0,98 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 04 0,44 0,98 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
E
A
S
T Wall 01 0,53 0,63 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,53 0,63 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 0,53 0,63 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
3rd 
N
O
R
TH
 
Wall 01 1,00 0,87 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
Wall 02 1,00 0,87 0,60 0,30 1,00 0,98 
Wall 03 1,00 0,86 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
W
E
S
T Wall 01 0,52 0,60 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,52 0,60 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 0,52 0,60 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
S
O
U
TH
 Wall 01 0,59 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,59 1,00 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 03 0,59 1,00 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 04 0,59 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
E
A
S
T Wall 01 0,57 0,72 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,57 0,72 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 0,57 0,72 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
4th 
N
O
R
TH
 
Wall 01 1,00 0,90 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
Wall 02 1,00 0,90 0,60 0,30 1,00 0,98 
Wall 03 1,00 0,87 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
W
E
S
T Wall 01 0,57 0,71 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,57 0,71 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 0,57 0,71 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
S
O
U
TH
 Wall 01 0,86 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,86 1,00 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 03 0,86 1,00 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 04 0,86 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
E
A
S
T Wall 01 0,69 0,82 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,69 0,82 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 0,69 0,82 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
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Shading factors 
Horizon, h Horizon, c Overhangs, h Overhangs, c Fins, h Fins, c 
Fhor,h Fhor,c Fov,h Fov,c Ffin,h Ffin,c 
5th 
N
O
R
TH
 
Wall 01 1,00 0,96 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
Wall 02 1,00 0,96 0,60 0,30 1,00 0,98 
Wall 03 1,00 0,90 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
W
E
S
T Wall 01 0,85 0,89 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,85 0,89 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 0,85 0,89 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
S
O
U
TH
 Wall 01 0,98 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,98 1,00 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 03 0,98 1,00 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 04 0,98 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
E
A
S
T Wall 01 0,93 0,94 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 0,93 0,94 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 0,93 0,94 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
6th 
N
O
R
TH
 
Wall 01 1,00 1,00 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
Wall 02 1,00 1,00 0,60 0,30 1,00 0,98 
Wall 03 1,00 0,96 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
W
E
S
T Wall 01 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 1,00 1,00 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 1,00 1,00 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
S
O
U
TH
 Wall 01 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 1,00 1,00 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 03 1,00 1,00 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 04 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
E
A
S
T Wall 01 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 1,00 1,00 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 1,00 1,00 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
7th 
N
O
R
TH
 
Wall 01 1,00 1,00 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
Wall 02 1,00 1,00 0,60 0,30 1,00 0,98 
Wall 03 1,00 1,00 0,54 0,30 1,00 0,93 
W
E
S
T Wall 01 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 1,00 1,00 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 1,00 1,00 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
S
O
U
TH
 Wall 01 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 1,00 1,00 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 03 1,00 1,00 0,66 0,24 0,90 0,91 
Wall 04 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
E
A
S
T Wall 01 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 1,00 1,00 0,23 0,23 0,62 0,88 
Wall 03 1,00 1,00 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,94 
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Appendix 4 
Installation of solar collectors (1st Scenario) 
Primary energy 
consumption 
[kWh/m2] 
Existing 
building 
1st 
Scenario 
Heating 58,70 58,70 
Cooling 13,30 13,30 
Domestic Hot Water 38,30 24,20 
Total 110,40 96,30 
 
Final energy consumption (kWh/m2) 
  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 
Heating 16,10 11,60 7,00 1,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,20 6,20 13,70 55,90 
Cooling 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,20 1,80 1,60 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 4,60 
DHW 3,30 2,80 2,70 2,10 1,50 0,90 0,60 0,70 1,10 1,80 2,50 3,10 23,00 
Solar 
power 
(DHW) 
0,70 0,70 0,90 1,10 1,20 1,30 1,40 1,30 1,10 0,90 0,70 0,60 11,90 
Total 19,40 14,50 9,60 2,90 1,50 2,10 2,50 2,30 1,10 2,00 8,60 17,00 83,60 
 
Energy 
source 
Fuel 
Consumption 
(kWh/m2) 
CO2 
Emissions 
(kg/m²) 
Electricity 4,60 4,50 
Natural gas 79,00 15,50 
Solar 11,90 0,00 
Total 83,60 20,00 
 
Appendix 5 
Replacement of building’s transparent elements-openings (2nd Scenario) 
Primary energy 
consumption 
[kWh/m2] 
Existing 
building 
2nd 
Scenario 
Heating 58,70 46,20 
Cooling 13,30 12,80 
Domestic Hot Water 38,30 38,30 
Total 110,40 97,30 
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Final energy consumption (kWh/m2) 
  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 
Heating 13,30 9,30 5,20 0,50 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,10 4,50 11,10 44,00 
Cooling 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,20 1,70 1,50 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 4,40 
DHW 4,00 3,60 3,70 3,20 2,90 2,40 2,20 2,10 2,30 2,90 3,30 3,80 36,50 
Total 17,30 12,90 8,90 3,70 2,90 3,50 3,90 3,70 2,30 2,90 7,80 15,00 84,90 
 
Energy 
source 
Fuel 
Consumption 
(kWh/m2) 
CO2 
Emissions 
(kg/m²) 
Electricity 4,40 4,40 
Natural gas 80,50 15,80 
Total 84,90 20,10 
 
Appendix 6 
Combination of 1st and 2nd Scenarios (3rd Scenario) 
Primary energy 
consumption 
[kWh/m2] 
Existing 
building 
3rd 
Scenario 
Heating 58,70 46,20 
Cooling 13,30 12,80 
Domestic Hot Water 38,30 24,20 
Total 110,40 83,20 
 
Final energy consumption (kWh/m2) 
  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 
Heating 13,30 9,30 5,20 0,50 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,10 4,50 11,10 44,00 
Cooling 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,20 1,70 1,50 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 4,40 
DHW 3,30 2,80 2,70 2,10 1,50 0,90 0,60 0,70 1,10 1,80 2,50 3,10 23,00 
Solar 
power 
(DHW) 
0,70 0,70 0,90 1,10 1,20 1,30 1,40 1,30 1,10 0,90 0,70 0,60 11,90 
Total 16,60 12,10 7,90 2,50 1,50 2,10 2,40 2,20 1,10 1,90 7,00 14,30 71,50 
 
Energy 
source 
Fuel 
Consumption 
(kWh/m2) 
CO2 
Emissions 
(kg/m²) 
Electricity 4,40 4,40 
Natural gas 67,10 13,20 
Solar 11,90 0,00 
Total 71,50 17,50 
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Appendix 3 
Opaque building elements 
    Shading factors 
Floor Description γ (deg) β (deg) Α (m2) U (W/m2K) a (-) e (-) Fhor,h Fhor,c Fov,h Fov,c Ffin,h Ffin,c 
Adjacent to external air 
Ty
pi
ca
l f
lo
or
 
N
O
R
TH
 
Wall 01 346 90 49,00 0,498 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 346 90 226,00 0,496 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 03 346 90 49,00 0,498 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
W
E
S
T Wall 01 256 90 231,50 0,505 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 256 90 9,20 0,505 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 03 256 90 30,70 0,494 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
S
O
U
TH
 Wall 01 166 90 69,00 0,505 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 166 90 90,00 0,498 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 03 166 90 90,00 0,498 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 04 166 90 69,00 0,505 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
E
A
S
T Wall 01 76 90 231,50 0,505 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 02 76 90 9,20 0,505 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Wall 03 76 90 30,70 0,494 0,40 0,80 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Roof - 0 233,60 0,436 0,65 0,80 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
1st floor ground - 180 203,70 0,574 0,65 0,80 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Adjacent to unconditioned space 
Ty
pi
ca
l f
lo
or
 W.Wall un. 01 - 90 11,00 1,020 0,30 0,80 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
S. Wall un. 02 - 90 8,80 1,060 0,30 0,80 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
E. Wall un. 03 - 90 11,00 1,020 0,30 0,80 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Composite door 01 - 90 2,00 1,750 0,30 0,80 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Composite door 02 - 90 2,00 1,750 0,30 0,80 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
